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1. INTRODUCTION

With this chapter we aim to present the purpose of the thesis and the hypotheses

that the discussions are based upon. It will also provide the reader with an

introduction to the topic and the various arguments surrounding it. It will lastly

describe how the thesis is organized in order to facilitate further reading.

1.1. BACKGROUND

Strategy is about making choices, foreseeing change, accepting, adopting, and

challenging. Strategy is about understanding options, synthesizing and

proceeding. The famous author, F. Scott Fitzgerald joined the strategy

discussion by expressing it this way:

“The test of first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed

ideas in the mind at the same time and still retain the ability to

function.”

(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998:20)

The word strategy comes from the Greek word ‘strategos’ meaning the ‘art of

the army general’. Even though, as we will see, there are many more definitions

of the word, this is the general feeling people tend to refer back to. (Mintzberg

& Quinn, 1998)

Companies may arrive at their strategies by using analytical tools, indexes and

plans, or they may create the strategies by learning as time progresses and taking

new influences and occurrences into consideration without feeling the need to

break it down into number analyses. We understand companies to be either
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planners or of the character ‘learn as we move along.’ The two extremes are not

always the reality; they rather function as an illustration of strategic

perspectives. In the end, however, a company tends to choose at the least a

direction of strategy even if this choice may be unintentional.

What does this choice of strategy imply? A strategy runs the risk of tying down

the company to a specific course of action, making it inflexible and rigid.

Responding to outside changes in the environment may be difficult regardless of

strategy perspective. Responding to internal changes even more so. Or on the

other hand, a strategy lacking fixed rules and direction may have all the

flexibility in the world without having the structure to be able to make use of it.

The garment retail industry serves as a good illustration of a strategy formation

process and its implications. Can a company casually go about its business

changing intentions daily depending on yesterday’s outcome, or worse yet,

having no clear direction? Can a company who’s thorough calculations and

analyses based on historical data that have shown that the company should

invest in winter clothes suddenly withdraw from this strategy temporarily when

the weather for the season turns out to be unusually warm? Is it possible despite

months of preparation for entering a new market to jump at an opportunity in

another country that suddenly presents itself? These are questions concerning

strategy formation, a topic that is to be dealt with in this thesis.

1.2. PROBLEM DISCUSSION

There are a number of ways to consider strategy formation. Many respected

business authors have for several decades debated and tried to convince the

world that their way is the correct way to view the process. One may describe a

strategy in one of two ways: as planned, analyzed and calculated (the
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Positioning school), or as a process of trial-and-error, about learning as one goes

along (the Learning school). These are the two contrasting views that are

explained in detail in this thesis.

In order to make sense out of the two perspectives and explore their realistic

standpoints, it is essential to view them in a real context. The retail garment

industry is a complex and dynamic industry. It is an industry requiring quick

changes and responses and demanding a certain level of flexibility. H&M and

KappAhl represent the real context of this investigation. The two companies are

among the leaders in the industry in Sweden and with great international

presence as well as considerable plans for future expansion. The aspects of

strategy formation that are to be discussed are greatly affected by such situations

surrounding a company. Seeing that they are both in the same industry and in

fact to some extent competitors of each other facilitates comparison and ensures

a similar point of reference as far as their situations are concerned. The purpose

of this comparison of theory and empirical information is to see which

perspective is more alive in the real world of today.

Another aspect also important to consider in the discussion of strategy formation

is the connection this ‘choice’ of strategy perspective has to the level of

flexibility in the company. One would assume that a strategy that is carefully

planned and detailed has less tolerance for unpredictable events than does a

strategy that in essence ‘goes with the flow’. Is this really so? Is there room for

flexibility even in a strategy that is completed and planned? Is flexibility even a

decisive factor in a perspective advocating trying, experimenting and learning?

These are all questions that will be tried and debated throughout the thesis.

Although these two extremes exist (Positioning and Learning), at least

theoretically, there is a great possibility that they cannot be found completely
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separated in practice. It is rare to find extremes of anything today; they become

mixed and blended and one can only distinguish tendencies towards these

opposite poles. The same may very well be true for the two strategy formation

schools that are investigated in this study.

This discussion leads up to a couple of hypotheses that are to guide us through

the investigation. They are based on a pre-understanding of the theory used as

well as a basic understanding of the real world situation with regards to strategy

formation. The goal is to during this investigation conclude whether or not these

hypotheses are valid.

Hypothesis I

There are no companies that can be completely a part of the Learning school or

the Positioning school with regards to strategy formation. In reality, they fall

somewhere in between these two extremes, although they can result closer to

one end of the spectrum than the other.

Hypothesis II

The ‘choice’ of school determines the level of flexibility a company can enjoy:

the Learning school being the more flexible school and the Positioning school

being the less flexible.

These thoughts and hypotheses lead to the formulation of the purpose that

follows.

1.3. PURPOSE

The purpose of this investigation is to explore how companies perceive the

formation of strategy and how this perception affects the company’s flexibility.
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1.4. DELIMITATION

We will only extend our study to the garment retail industry, excluding all other

businesses.

We have chosen to exclude a number of schools that represent other thoughts

regarding the area under investigation, and have only focused on two, thereby

making them each other’s opposites.

1.5. READER’S GUIDE

Chapter two will describe step by step how the investigation was

carried out. Selected methods and choices will be explained and

supported. Criticism of the method selected is also offered.

Chapter three will serve as a presentation of the theories that we

aim to expose to an empirical background in the analysis.

Chapter four summarizes and organizes the information solicited

from and about H&M and KappAhl.

    Chapter five is the bringing together of theory and empirical

research in an analysis. Exploration of the purpose is done and the

points of interest are summarized. Attempts to verify or falsify the

hypotheses are made.

Chapter six is a conclusion where the results of the tests of the

hypotheses and purpose are presented and explained in short.
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2. METHODOLOGY

In this chapter we aim to discuss how we are approaching the problem.

Further, we will present the methods chosen in order to carry out the

study and provide the reader with a discussion surrounding them. It

will also include an account of how we practically proceeded with the

investigation and the writing of this thesis.

2.1. QUALITATIVE STUDY

According to Lundahl and Skärvad (1999) a qualitative study is based on soft

data like attitudes, values and opinions. This kind of information is usually very

difficult to quantify, distinguishing it from a quantitative study where numbers

are used to represent and quantify the information collected. Within the

qualitative study it is possible to begin by doing a broad research and then

narrowing it down in order to capture the relevant information. There are no

strict rules as to how the qualitative study should be carried out. Consequently,

the questions of this kind of study change and develop as the investigation

proceeds.

Lundahl and Skärvad (1999) state that unlike the quantitative researcher the

qualitative researcher has no intention of drawing general conclusions. The

purpose is to gather information in order to develop a deeper understanding of

the field in order to present a thorough description. However, Alvesson &

Sköldberg (1994) argue that generalizations can to a certain extent be made.

When referring to investigations that highlight superficial patterns, only

statistical methods can be used in order to generalize. However, when

investigations focus on underlying patterns and more diffuse factors, the authors

argue that one can generalize within a specific domain, domain meaning the
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number of empirical occurrences that the theory at a maximum can serve. For

example a study of a company on the garment retail market can be generalized

to all companies on that market. Further, if another market shares the same

characteristics as the studied market, the information gained from the study can

be applied to this market and companies as well in a more general theoretical

way. This means that it is the theory that is in focus rather than the empirical

evidence and therefore the study can provide valuable information without the

markets needing to be exactly the same. This last point brings the discussion to

another level by indicating that the generalization needs not be confined to the

practical studies but can also be used to say something about the theory in

general. For example the Positioning school’s connection to flexibility can be

discussed regardless of the empirical study’s details.

Considering the topic under investigation, we decided that the qualitative study

was the best approach. The chosen topic deals with a fair amount of variables

that are not only so called soft, but also hard to even identify, let alone quantify.

Our purpose is to acquire an understanding of the field of the process of strategy

formation, and the information was most appropriately collected through

interpretations of texts and interviews. It is of utmost importance to analyze

discussions surrounding the different ways a company can arrive at its strategy,

and such a discussion cannot be confined to a set of pre-written and calculated

questions as those a quantitative study can offer. Little or no information could

be dealt with by using numerical representation.

2.2. CASE STUDY

Lundahl and Skärvad (1999) explain that the most common way of carrying out

qualitative research is by using a case study. This type of study is generally

defined as a study of one or a limited number of cases that are described in detail
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and studied in several dimensions. The use of case studies facilitates the

understanding of the depth and context of a specific problem. It is helpful to use

case studies for investigations within the field of social science. Many of the

questions that are dealt with in this context treat systems that are made up of

people.

“Case study is a description which means that we conduct an

investigation using a smaller and limited group. A ‘case’ can be an

individual, a group of individuals or a situation. We can also chose

to study more than one case, for example two organizations.”

(Patel & Davidsson, 1994:44)

Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul (1999) highlight three features that characterize

a case study. First, the case study emphasizes the importance of the prominent

persons of the organization. They argue that without some knowledge about its

main characters it would be difficult to understand the aspects of an

organization. Secondly, they stress the value of knowing about the organization

and its history. It is necessary to be aware of the developments and changes that

have taken place within the organization, in order to be able to draw conclusions

about it. And lastly, the case study generally presents results that are easily

understood by other people.

When applying the theories to practical examples, it is important to understand

all the dimensions of the company and the importance of relationships within the

company. Therefore a case study of two companies is a functional way to

proceed with this investigation. The insight received in interviews is well

complimented with information as perceived by others in articles and other

literature. The possibility to consult a number of sources and solicit information
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from different types of sources in order to attain the level of understanding

needed, is invaluable for this kind of a study. Finally, seeing that this

investigation is an attempt to study reality by using theories, a case study offers

that indispensable reality.

2.3. HYPOTHESIS

“By having not only a question but also a supposed answer – a

hypothesis, a possible solution, the more focused the thesis

becomes.”

(Eriksson & Wiederscheim-Paul, 1999:47)

“The hypothesis is a statement about how two or more conceptions

are related to one another.”

(Patel & Davidsson, 1994:18)

Patel and Davidsson (1994) explain that the hypothesis is subjected to empirical

testing in order to see whether or not it describes reality as it is. This process

leads to a verification if the hypothesis is supported or falsification if it is not.

Verified and falsified hypotheses are of equal importance, as either conclusion is

interesting for the study.

Popper, one of the most influential scientists of philosophy, was of a different

opinion. His views however, came to receive a lot of criticism over the years.

Popper argued that scientific truths are simply guesses or hypotheses that need

to be tested. (Gilje & Grimen, 1992) Popper (1963:53) explained “The actual

procedure of science is to operate by guessing”. (Alvesson & Sköldberg,
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1994:29) Only falsified hypotheses lead to what we can consider to be true -

hypotheses cannot be verified but only corroborated by failed attempts to falsify

them. Therefore, Popper argued that all theories and hypotheses have to be

formulated in a manner allowing for falsification. (Gilje & Grimen, 1992)

In this thesis the hypotheses are used as a tool and guidance in order to achieve

the purpose. The hypotheses help to illustrate the relationships between the

various assumptions and function as a direction and an aid in order to make the

investigation as specific and close to the purpose as possible. We aim to in the

end verify and/or falsify the hypotheses presented as explained by Patel and

Davidsson (1994).

2.4. DEDUCTION

Patel and Davidsson (1994) present two main approaches that describe the

interaction between theoretical and empirical findings: induction and deduction.

Significant for induction is that the researcher aspires to find general theories

and draws conclusion based on empirical data. The most obvious weakness with

this method is that an investigation very rarely contains all possible observations

and consequently exceptions from the rule may very well appear.

The second alternative, deduction is signified by the fact that it is possible to

draw conclusions about a single case by turning to general principles and

theories. The existing theory decides what kind of information to collect and

how to interpret it. Finally the results of the study are exposed to empirical

testing by the formulation of several hypotheses.

“A deductive method is characterized by the drawing of conclusions

about a unique phenomenon from general principles and existing
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theories. From the already existing theory, hypotheses are deducted.

These are then empirically tested in the particular case.”

 (Patel & Davidsson, 1994:21)

The relationship between empirical findings and theory in this thesis is that of

deduction. A set of existing and further opposing theories is studied, and based

on these theories a number of hypotheses are drawn. These hypotheses are then

tested on a reality as represented by two case companies. Once this is complete,

a conclusion regarding the validity of the hypotheses can be reached.

2.5. INTERVIEW

According to Bell (2000) one of the benefits of using interviews as a method for

collecting data is the flexibility that they offer. Contrary to a questionnaire

where the questions are given, in an interview there is a possibility to adapt and

alter them as the interview proceeds. The skillful interviewer can add new

questions as the interview develops in order to deepen the given responses.

Further it could be fruitful if the interviewer provides examples to clarify some

questions and it might also be interesting to add new themes to the interview.

Lundahl and Skärvad (1999) state that the investigator should have some basic

knowledge about the area of research in order to be able to ask appropriate

questions and be able to discuss and evaluate them. Generally the investigator

obtains more information and is able to create new questions given the answers

and new knowledge gained in the interview.

Kvale (1997) is of the opinion that research interviews differ in terms of

structure depending on the level of organization. A structured interview is

distinguished by a high degree of organization and standardized questions while
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a less structured interview is characterized by a more open discussion where

neither the specific questions nor their order are decided in advance. Bell (2000)

argues that it is easier to analyze the interview the more standardized it is. The

structured interview is more similar to a questionnaire and hence it is easier to

classify the answers. The drawback of this is that the interviewee decides what

topics that are to be discussed during the interview. This may lead to that the

most interesting themes are omitted. An unstructured interview on the other

hand can offer interesting information but it demands a skillful interviewer who

can handle the difficulties of maintaining a focus.

Bell (2000) continues to explain the alternative in between these two extremes:

the semi-structured interview. Significant for this kind of interview is that the

interviewees are free to discuss issues that are interesting to them at the same

time as there is a certain degree of structure. This implies that the themes and

issues that are decided in advance are covered in the interview, but the order and

specific questions are not pre-decided. Kvale (1997) suggests that an interview

guide for a semi-structured interview should contain an introduction to the topic

and a suggestion of suitable questions.

The kind of interview most suitable for this particular investigation was the

semi-structured interview. Considering the rather abstract topic being discussed

in the interview it was difficult and unnecessary to decide in advance upon the

exact questions that were to be asked during the interview. Further, the questions

that followed depended largely on the answers previously given by the

interviewee. A free discussion was encouraged, bearing in mind that the

interview was to be complimented by other sources for the case study. However,

it was important that perhaps because of the rather abstract topic there were

certain areas that were indeed covered in the interview. Consequently, more

specific topics of discussion were decided upon prior to interviewing, but the
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order or the more precise questions were left until the actual interview. This

method allows for a wide, yet contained, interview with a lot of freedom for

both parties that in the end well captures the dimensions of a company in the

area in focus.

2.6. OUR APPROACH

2.6.1. Planning the study

Previous theoretical studies of strategy, and more specifically strategy formation

caught our interest and guided us towards a purpose involving this very thing.

As a result, we began to read up on the subject, widening our understanding. We

searched for literature that presented a synthesis of as much information as

possible about various authors’ views on the subject in an attempt to gain a

comprehensive overall understanding. It also served to illustrate all the

possibilities and the varying opinions on the subject. As this surfaced we

decided that it would be interesting to examine two opposing schools and

investigate their roles in the real world of today. Once some further research had

been conducted we selected the two schools of interest and continued to gather

information and understanding about these specific areas.

The second order of business was to decide what should represent this ‘real

world’ in this study. After considering various types of businesses we concluded

that the garment retail business is an industry characterized by a dynamic

environment. It was important for our purposes that the ‘change’ factor was

present in order to be able to apply the theories we had selected, illustrating how

companies’ strategies are affected by change and altering processes over time.

Further, it is a business that has experienced great success over the last few

decades and where we could find two comparable companies.
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We began to study the four largest companies in the garment retail business in

Sweden: H&M, Lindex, KappAhl and JC. We collected information about the

companies and contacted them for the possibility of interviews. In the end we

managed to book four interviews, two at H&M and two at KappAhl. Two cases

were ideal for this investigation since two views were needed in order to

perform comparisons and also to highlight differences and thereby establish a

sufficient base for the analysis.

H&M is a Swedish company that is on a steady course of expanding and a giant

in the business. It was an obvious choice. Also, the number of articles and books

available about the company was a deciding factor. KappAhl is another already

internationally established Swedish company that is currently expanding onto

several new markets. Its successful history, size and current expansion plans

made KappAhl a good case company.

2.6.2. Collecting data

We proceeded by collecting both primary and secondary data. By primary we

mean material and information that was recorded by us, such as interviews. By

secondary we mean material and information that was documented by others.

(Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999)

2.6.2.1. Secondary sources

We collected information about both the case companies as well as the

theoretical area in focus. We turned to the libraries for published information

and theoretical material, consulted the Internet for articles about the companies

as well as made use of their respective web sites. In order to get an overview of

the companies we also consulted the respective annual reports.
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Once these sources were collected we made use of them in order to create an

interview guide. (See 8.1. Appendix for interview guide) By consulting research

methodology books (Kvale (1997) and Bell (2000)), we created a guide that

would encompass the theoretical issues of interest and at the same time make

sufficient space for other areas of interest that surfaced during the interview. The

result was a guide that was based on theory, taking into consideration the

empirical findings that we had already collected and that was carefully

structured according to the recommendations of Kvale (1997) (see 2.5.). It was

constructed out of a list of topics that were to in one way or another be covered

in the interview.

2.6.2.2. Primary sources

Once the interview guide was more or less completed we contacted key people

in H&M for an interview. Following several phone calls we finally booked an

interview with Carl-Henric Enhörning, Investor Relations in Stockholm. The

interview lasted a little more than an hour. Following this interview we also

booked two interviews at KappAhl in Gothenburg. We met with Bengt

Wållgren, Business Developer, and Anders Odén, Controller, who gave us one

hour and 30 minutes respectively. The following day we met with Kent

Gustafsson, Business Developer, at H&M in Stockholm for our last interview,

also lasting about one hour. All interviews were recorded after the interviewee

gave consensus. The recording allowed us to capture the complete interviews,

and during the interviews we also made notes in order to recall our own

reflections on what was being said.  Afterwards we made a transcription of each

interview and used this information, along with the secondary sources collected,

in order to write the empirical section. Lastly, the empirical information was

combined with the theories and discussed in the analysis chapter.
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2.7. CRITICISM OF METHOD

All interviews and a lot of literature, in particular for the empirical chapter, were

in Swedish. This has meant that we have throughout this thesis presented our

own translations into English. When doing this there is always a risk that

nuances are lost and that actual spoken meaning may differ from recorded and

translated meaning. We have tried to minimize this factor by being two writers

involved in this process and making sure that we both agree with the translation.

The empirical chapter is not well balanced in terms of quantity making H&M

appear twice as important as KappAhl. The reason for this difference in quantity

is due to the recently published book, Handelsmännen, about H&M. Carl-Henric

Enhörning, one of the interviewees, recommended it to us as a compliment to

the interviews. This book was thoroughly read and used frequently accounting

for the rather extensive material about H&M. Further, the published information

about KappAhl was rather limited.

The conclusions reached in this thesis are based on only a few interviews and

rather little other written information, in other words a simple case study. This

can lead to that some information is missed and that the companies therefore can

to some degree be wrongly represented. We have however by preparing as well

as possible prior to the interviews tried to reduce this risk. We have further made

a point of asking more or less the same questions to the different interviewees in

order to corroborate one interviewee’s ideas with the other. Also there is always

a question of interpretation when interviews are carried out. Once again this risk

was minimized since we interviewed more than one person and that all

interviews were carried out with both of us writers present.
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Anders Odén at KappAhl was interviewed for only thirty minutes due to time

constraints. Therefore both parties may have felt the time pressure and therefore

he may not have responded to the questions thoroughly and naturally some

questions had to be left out. Further, Anders Odén is Controller and thus the

only interviewee who is not a member of the management team. This may affect

his answers in the sense that he may not really be fully aware of how the

strategies are formed, if they are formed at a top management level. Our

intention was to interview members of management, but due to practical issues

such as time we could not wait for such an opportunity.
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3. FRAME OF REFERENCE

With the frame of reference we intend to show the reader what

theoretical references we have made use of in this investigation. These

are the theories that we later combine with the empirical information

that is presented in the following chapter in order to see how

companies perceive strategy formation. We begin by defining the

concept of strategy per se and by discussing around the various uses.

We continue by familiarizing the reader with the general perspectives

of deliberateness and emergentness. Their connection to the schools is

discussed and illustrated. We conclude with a thorough explanation of

the two selected schools, Positioning and Learning.

3.1. DEFINITION OF STRATEGY

Strategy formation is described as the strategy that is made within an

organization. However, the exact definition of strategy varies from theorist to

theorist and still today there remains a heated debate of what the word should

mean. There are several different schools of thought, all arguing for a slightly

different perspective. As a result of the many different views, the definition of

strategy, as offered by Mintzberg and Quinn (1998:10-14) is five fold.

3.1.1. The five Ps for strategy

• Strategy as Plan

In this sense, “strategy is a plan – some sort of consciously intended course of

action, a guideline (or set of guidelines) to deal with a situation”. This definition

has two deciding characteristics: the strategy is developed in advance prior to

action and it is consciously and purposefully planned.
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• Strategy as Position

This definition deals with “a means of locating an organization in what

organization theorists like to call an ‘environment’. In economic terms, this

position is one that generates rent as a result of being unique and carefully

matched with its environment.

• Strategy as Pattern

A strategy is more than a plan – it needs to consider the resulting behavior. This

definition assumes “a pattern in a stream of actions”. “Gradually the successful

approaches merge into a pattern of actions that becomes our strategy. We

certainly don’t have an overall strategy on this.”

• Strategy as Perspective

This definition deals with looking inward into the organization. “Its content

consisting not just of a chosen position, but of an ingrained way of perceiving

the world.” This can be said to be the personality of the organization.

• Strategy as Ploy

A strategy of the specific nature can be one functioning as a ploy – “a specific

‘maneuver’ intended to outwit an opponent or competitor.” This will be relevant

in a certain market situation where the organization is trying to intentionally

trick the competitors into a specific course of action.

Although all definitions are of equal importance in the discussion surrounding

strategy, in this thesis strategy will be examined mainly using the definitions

based on position/plan and pattern as a result of the choice of schools that are to

be examined. The use and meaning of the definitions will become evident when

these schools are discussed. True to all definitions though is that strategy

formation is seen as a process.
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3.2. EMERGENTNESS AND DELIBERATENESS

There are different ways to characterize the strategy formation process –

arriving at the strategy finally pursued by the company. Max and Majluf (1996)

present several alternatives such as formal-analytical versus power-behavioral

approaches, pattern of past actions versus forward-looking plans and deliberate

versus emergent strategy. Considering our interest in the flexibility aspect as a

result of strategy perception, investigating strategy formation through deliberate

and emergent strategy was the best choice. This distinction goes to the very

heart of flexibility issues. Mintzberg and Waters are the two authors who

introduced this terminology and defined these perspectives as one of

deliberateness and one of emergentness. (de Wit & Meyer, 1998) We continue

by introducing and explaining these two in broad terms.

                   Intended
                         Strategy                    Deliberate Strategy

Figure 1
Forms of strategy (de Wit &
Meyer, 1998:151)

Realized
StrategyUnrealized

Strategy

Emergent Strategy
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Mintzberg and Waters in Of strategies, deliberate and emergent:

“Comparing intended strategy with realized strategy…has allowed

us to distinguish deliberate strategies – realized as intended – from

emergent strategies – patterns or consistencies realized despite, or in

the absence of, intentions.”

(Asch & Bowman, 1989:5)

3.2.1. Deliberate

The followers of this perspective are of the strong opinion that all strategies are

planned in advance and that actions and thoughts that emerge over time cannot

be called a strategy. All actions must be analyzed, delegated and coordinated

prior to implementation in order for it to be considered a strategy. (de Wit &

Meyer, 1998) This is illustrated by the large arrows in figure 1.

“A successful pattern of action that was not intended cannot be

called a strategy, but should be seen for what it is – brilliant

improvisation or just plain luck.”

(de Wit & Meyer, 1998:152)

De Wit and Meyer (1998) explain that supporters of the deliberate perspective

have a tendency to look upon strategic thinking as something rational. It is

thought to be the most rational and logical type of analytical thinking. This

implies that all decisions made as far as the strategic formation process goes are

based on as much logic and facts known as possible.
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3.2.1.1. Reasons to support the deliberate perspective

The advocates of the deliberate perspective argue that it offers many advantages

over the emergent perspective. First, a plan offers a sense of direction for the

firm. It is extremely difficult for a firm to work for something when it does not

know where it is heading. A plan rids it of such confusion. Second, a plan allows

a company to become organized. The more so it is, the better the execution will

be. It allows for the possibility to decide for such things as budgets, areas of

responsibility and structure. Third, a plan facilitates optimization. All options

can be considered prior to any decision-making and scarce resources can be

carefully monitored and evaluated. The different options can be seen as market

related or even on a worldwide basis, and as a consequence of the careful

weighing of options, optimization is secured. Forth, optimizing and executing

evidently requires coordination between all participating parties, which is

possible when following a pre-written plan. Fifth, planning tends to result in the

formalization of tasks. Once the strategy formation has become formalized it is

possible to diversify the tasks allowing the persons most suited for each specific

task to exert influence over the formation. This will in turn enhance the strategy

formation process and make it more efficient. Sixth and last, a plan requires

long-term thinking and thus great commitment by a company. It keeps the

company focused on the future and prepares as well as possible for coming

changes and trends. (de Wit & Meyer, 1998)

3.2.1.2. Drawbacks

One major and obvious drawback of this perspective is the unavoidable need to

foresee the future. One of the greatest writers about forecasting, Makridakis

(1990) explained it this way: “The future can be predicted only by extrapolating

from the past, yet it is fairly certain that the future will be different from the

past.” (de Wit & Meyer, 1998:153) As a consequence of this obstacle, some
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argue for what is called contingency planning. This consists of several different

“backup” plans based on varying future scenarios. (de Wit & Meyer, 1998)

Another negative aspect of planning brought forward by Lenz and Lyles in their

article Paralysis by Analysis (Asch & Bowman, 1989) is that the system

becomes too rational. Too much time is spent on the bureaucracy of the

organization and the outcomes of all plans become standardized. The planner

tends to over-emphasize his role leading to inflexibility in the entire

organization, affecting all from the CEO down.

“By [too rational] we mean a condition in which the strategic

planning process has become inflexible, formalized and excessively

quantitative. In this state, the planning system seems to develop an

inertia all of its own that can stifle creative thought and frustrate the

most able managers.”

(Asch & Bowman, 1989:57)

3.2.1.3. Important summarizing points of the deliberate perspective

• Separation in time of the formation and implementation of the strategy.

• The implementation and outcome is as was dictated by the initial strategy.

• The strategy formation process is planned based on analysis, rational and

logical thought and calculations.

3.2.2. Emergent

Continuing the explanation of figure 1 in 3.2., defenders of the emergent

perspective argue that planning is not useful in a majority of cases and often

even counterproductive. Rather than figuring out the ‘correct’ strategy this
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perspective is about finding out by actually acting. While opponents see strategy

formation as ordered and planned, advocates of the emergent perspective

consider it to be messy, fragmented and piecemeal, making it difficult if not

impossible to organize and plan. Supporters of the emergent perspective say that

planners are looking upon the problem in a completely different manner in that

they see managing as controlling and therefore base their arguments on detailed

and deliberate pattern plans. This inevitably results in that they are essentially

placed in a straightjacket and are to a large extent limited when it comes to

variability and creativity. (de Wit & Meyer, 1998) This perspective is illustrated

by the small arrows in figure 1.

“The formation process is not about comprehensively figuring out

strategy in advance, but about actively finding out by doing and

gradually blending together initiatives into a coherent pattern of

actions. Making strategy involves sense-making, reflecting, learning,

envisioning, experimenting and changing the organization, which

cannot be neatly organized and programmed.”

(de Wit and Meyer, 1998:152)

Supporters of the emergent perspective tend to see strategy through a generic

thinking perspective. This view is not limited by logic and facts but allows for

intuition and creativity. A strategic problem cannot be easily defined and there is

no fixed set of solutions. This thinking encourages leaving the intellectually set

boundaries and exploring new ideas. (de Wit & Meyer, 1998)
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3.2.2.1. Reasons to support the emergent perspective

De Wit and Meyer (1998) argue that although planning can be effective in

certain situations, supporters of the emergent perspective argue that it is less

suitable for non-routine activities such as R&D, and more specifically

innovation. Creating new products demands ideas and inspiration, something

that cannot follow a time schedule. Ideas emerge over time and are tested and

altered in a creative process. It is not known at the dawn of creation what

products will become hits and which ones that will never make the shelves. It

simply requires a time of patience. Change and testing before the product is

finalized can be performed. This perspective views strategists as inventors rather

than planners.

De Wit and Meyer (1998) explain one main reason to support the emergent

perspective is due to the existence of so called wicked problems. Strategic

problems are rarely repetitive or ordered. They are more commonly of a

‘wicked’ character – unique, complex, interrelated, and hard to interpret in any

given way. Needless to say, planning this type of problem may prove to be

impossible or at the least present the planner with grave difficulties.

First of all, since a wicked problem can be interpreted in so many ways, the

strategist’s first interest is to make sense out of it. This rules out a planned

approach and encourages incrementalism.

“The definition of a wicked problem is the problem!”

(de Wit & Meyer, 1998:156)
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Secondly, analyzing a wicked problem could last an eternity. Considering the

very nature of the problem, it being complex and interrelated, it would prove

extremely counterproductive to attempt to understand the problem before acting

on it as would the planners. The only way to move forward is by making

qualified guesses, moving on, learning and adapting along the way.

Thirdly, attempting to organize a master plan to tackle not only the wicked

problem but also the interrelated problems that are bound to exist requires a

level of planning that is simply unheard of. Supporters of the emergent

perspective argue that the way to go about such a problem is to tackle the sub-

problems individually and then attempt to use the pattern that is created in order

to approach the main problem.

Lastly, when dealing with wicked problems it is impossible to separate

formation from implementation. Following an action on the firm’s part, there

will be immediate and unknown counter reactions. Initial plans will become

outdated as a result of the incapability to foresee these reactions. Therefore, the

problem, approach and strategy must be redefined following each such reaction.

This point ties directly to the most obvious weakness of planning, the inability to

foresee the future.

“…action must always be swiftly followed by the redefinition of the

problem and reconsideration of the course of action being pursued.”

(de Wit & Meyer, 1998:157)
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3.2.2.2. Drawbacks

The most obvious drawback of this perspective is that without a strategy there

may be a lost sense of direction. The risk is overwhelming that the company will

progress in a direction not intended as a result of the many smaller changes in

the organization. (de Wit & Meyer, 1998)

The literature debating the value of the emergent perspective has a tendency to

present it as a response to the deliberate perspective and therefore the discussion

of the emergent perspective’s down side has been relatively quite. Further, this

perspective is rather new and the amount of literature dealing with this

perspective is small relative to the deliberate perspective.

3.2.2.3. Important summarizing points of the emergent perspective

• Learning by doing.

• Strategy formation process allows intuition and creativity.

• Formation and implementation coexist.

3.2.3. Definitions of deliberate and emergent

The following are definitions that we have adopted based on the summarizing

points with which we have concluded each discussion.

• Deliberate: A strategy formation process that is based on analysis, rational

and logical thought and calculations and that is completed prior to

implementation and where the implementation process and outcomes are as

was intended with the strategy.
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• Emergent: A strategy formation process that is based on intuition and

creativity where there is no separation in time of formation and

implementation of the strategy and where the strategy is a result of learning

by doing.

3.3. THE POSITIONING AND LEARNING SCHOOLS

Mentioned earlier were the different definitions of strategy essentially pertaining

to the various schools that exist within the strategy field. Mintzberg, Ahlstrand

& Lampel (1998) describe a number of these schools: Design, Planning,

Positioning, Entrepreneurial, Cognitive, Learning, Power, Cultural,

Environmental and Configuration. Mintzberg is one of the leading authors

within the strategy formation field. He commonly creates typologies for

phenomenon in order to facilitate classifications. His groupings of the schools

are done in a way so to make room for all contributing authors and opinions,

however with an acknowledging of personal opinion. This grouping serves as a

backbone for the examining of the two chosen schools, the Positioning and the

Learning school. These are the two schools that encompass several of the

aspects introduced in the other schools and stand out as the latest of

collaborative investigation. Further, the two are opposites of each other and by

dealing with two extremes we are able to cover a wide range of thoughts and

explanations.  There are however other ways to group these schools as done by

Richard Whittington (1993). The schools are grouped into four categories that

are of a more general nature. They are called the Classical, Processual,

Evolutionary and Systemic approach to strategy but the content is broadly

similar to Mintzberg’s grouping. The Classical is not unlike Mintzberg’s

Positioning school with a rational and sequential approach to strategy formation.

It dictates a formal and analytical process. The Processual approach is similar to

Mintzberg’s Learning school. This approach argues for patient strategies with
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incremental adjustments with a vague rationale. The Evolutionary approach is

about keeping options open, staying alive as an organization and it is influenced

by biology and Darwinism. Lastly, the Systemic approach takes more of a social

angle, insisting that strategies are formed based on the social system at play.

However, in this thesis the groupings as offered by Mintzberg are used.

The deliberate and emergent perspectives (see 3.2.3.) can be considered the

overall view of how strategies are formed. They are in this sense general

descriptions of two opposing views. (de Wit & Meyer, 1998) These two

perspectives can in turn be examined at a more specific level thereby revealing

the various schools they encompass. These schools are grouped into the two

general perspectives, deliberate and emergent, depending on their specific

emphasis. The difference between the schools belonging to the same group is of

a more specific nature since they share the points summarizing the deliberate

and the emergent perspective respectively (see 3.2.1.3. and 3.2.2.3.). We have

chosen to investigate the Positioning school, belonging to the deliberate

perspective and the Learning school, belonging to the emergent perspective.

Figure 2
Summarized view on the formation
of strategy

Deliberate Emergent

Schools
(one being
Learning)

Schools
(one being
Positioning)

View on formation
of strategy
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The Positioning school therefore is comprised of the three summarizing points

of the deliberate perspective (separation of formation and implementation,

outcome as intended by the strategy and based on analysis and calculation – see

3.2.1.3.) however it has its own additional, unique characteristics as we will see

in 3.3.1. ‘Positioning school’. Some schools are more affected by influences of

the emergent nature and would therefore be placed closer to the right end of the

line however still under deliberate. This is however nothing that we will

concentrate on in this thesis since we have already made the choice of the

Learning and the Positioning school.

The Learning school is likewise comprised of the three summarizing points of

the emergent perspective (learning by doing, intuition and creativity, formation

and implementation coexist – see 3.2.2.3.) but does also have a number of

unique additional characteristics true to that school alone as we will see in 3.3.2.

‘Learning school.’

One interesting point worth mentioning initially is that although the emergent

perspective has the spirit of purposelessness or lack of clear goal, the Learning

school differs slightly from this in that it does have a purpose despite its

unplanned method of how to get there. This suggests that the Learning school

would be placed on the left-hand side of the emergent schools, indicating

influences of the deliberate perspective. (See figure 2 above)

  

Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel (1998:196-197) use the metaphor of the

grassroots and the hothouse model. This metaphor serves as an illustration of the

two extremes: the Learning (grassroots) and the Positioning (hothouse) schools.

The intention of this example is not to serve as a detailed list of defining points

of the two schools but rather to provide the reader with an overall general

understanding of what the two schools are about.
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A Grassroots Model of Strategy Formation

1. Strategies grow initially like weeds in a garden, they are not cultivated like tomatoes in a

hothouse. In other words, the process of strategy formation can be overmanaged;

sometimes it is more important to let patterns emerge than to force artificial consistency

upon an organization prematurely. The hothouse, if needed, can come later.

2. Theses strategies can take root in all kinds of places, virtually anywhere people have the

capacity to learn and the resources to support that capacity. Sometimes an individual or

unit in touch with a particular opportunity creates his, her or its own pattern. This may

happen inadvertently, when an initial action sets a precedent… At other times, a variety of

actions converge on a strategic theme through mutual adjustments of various people,

whether gradually or spontaneously. And… the external environment can impose a pattern

on an unsuspecting organization. The point is that organizations cannot always plan where

the strategies will emerge, let alone plan the strategies themselves.

3. Such strategies become organizational when they become collective, that is, when the

patterns proliferate to pervade the behavior of the organization at large. Weeds can

proliferate and encompass a whole garden; then the conventional plants may look out of

place. Likewise, emergent strategies can sometimes displace the existing deliberate ones.

But, of course, what is weed but a plant that wasn’t expected? With a change of

perspective, the emergent strategy, like the weed, can become what is valued…

4. The processes of proliferation may be conscious but need not be; likewise they may be

managed but need not be. The processes by which the initial patterns work their way

through the organization need not be consciously intended, by formal leaders or even

informal ones. Patterns may simply spread by collective action, much as plants proliferate.

Of course, once strategies are recognized as valuable, the processes by which they

proliferate can be managed, just as plants can be selectively propagated.

5. New strategies, which may be emerging continuously, tend to pervade the organization

during periods of change, which punctuate periods of more integrated continuity. Put

more simply, organizations, like garden, may accept the biblical maxim of time to sow

and a time to reap… Periods of convergence, during which the organization exploits its

prevalent, established strategies, tend to be interrupted by periods of divergence, during

which the organization experiments with and subsequently accepts new strategic

themes…
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6. To manage this process is not to preconceive strategies but to recognize their emergence

and intervene when appropriate. A destructive weed, once noticed, is best uprooted

immediately. But one that seems capable of bearing fruit is worth watching, indeed

sometimes even worth building a hothouse around. To manage in this context is to create

the climate within which a wide variety of strategies can grow… and then to watch what

does in fact come up. But [management] must not be too quick to but off the

unexpected… Moreover, management must know when to resist change for the sake of

internal efficiency and when to promote it for the sake of external adaptation. In other

words, it must sense when o exploit and established crop of strategies and when to

encourage new strains to displace them…

The Hothouse Model of Strategy Formation

1. There is only one strategist, and that person is the chief executive officer (other managers

may participate; planners provide support).

2. The CEO formulates strategies through a conscious, controlled process of thought, much

as tomatoes are cultivated in a hothouse.

3. These strategies come out of this process fully developed, then to be made formally

explicit, much as ripe tomatoes are picked and sent to the market.

4. These explicit strategies are then formally implemented (which includes the development

of the necessary budgets and programs as well as the design of the appropriate structure).

5. To manage this process is to analyze the appropriate data, preconceive insightful

strategies, and then plant them carefully, caring form them and watching them as they

grow on schedule.
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3.3.1. The positioning school

3.3.1.1. Origin

The Positioning school we know today was formed through three distinct waves.

Although it was very much a continuance of other schools of the deliberate

perspective, such as the Design and Planning school, it was new in a

revolutionary way. This school added considerable content to the discussion

leaving scholars and consultants with practical and functioning material to aid

them in their work.

Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998) state that the main difference from

other schools of the kind was that it put a limit on possible strategies and that

one of the ones identified is to be elected. There is therefore a choice of one

strategy that the company must then follow. This limited group of strategies is

referred to as generic.

The Positioning school originated from military maxims. The first recorded

writings of the Positioning school dates back some 2000 years to Sun Tzu who

wrote about the optimal positioning strategy in the context of a military battle.

More recently, during the nineteenth century, von Clausewitz wrote more

military strategy literature covering the Napoleon Wars. During the seventies

and eighties, several writers began to pick up on the striking similarities between

combat and business strategy. (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998) One of

the writers, James (Reality and the fight for market position, Spring, 1985) made

this connection by describing “the military experience [as] a veritable goldmine

of competitive strategies all well tested under combat positions.” (Mintzberg,

Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998:91)
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The second wave, beginning in the sixties but gaining ground in the seventies

and partially in the eighties, dealt with the creation of consulting tools. The

methods for strategy formation became virtually standardized, allowing a

consultant with little or no knowledge of the particular industry to calculate a

strategy. The BCG Growth-Share matrix was published and it dominated the

market instantly. Likewise, the experience curve was introduced along with

PIMS1. (Noteworthy is that one can see an influence of a learning perspective in

these tools. For example, the experience curve that is about projecting the costs

into the future is one of the variables that the BCG matrix is based upon.) Scale

became all important, and these three, the BCG matrix, the experience curve and

the PIMS continued to set the rules for the market until some companies learned

the hard way that these tools were perhaps a little too simple on which to base

such important decisions as strategy formation. (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand &

Lampel, 1998)

The third wave exploded in the early eighties and completely took over what

any previous literature had. It was time to look externally for the answers to

strategy formation. It was a matter of recognizing where the organization was in

relation to its environment and the actors in it and then combining it with the

internal factors at play. Porter with Competitive Strategy in 1980, was the author

behind these ideas and the resulting change. Other authors continued to

contribute to the school but it was by far Porter who was the one who set the

rules and made the most influential findings. These findings continue to rule

today in particular in the Positioning school. Important to note is that the

Positioning school is seen as a process of strategy formation rather than the

content of a strategy. Porter’s figures can serve as tools to reach the correct

strategy for the company to pursue. (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998)

                                                          
1 Profit Impact of Market Strategies.
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3.3.1.2. Analytical thinking and calculations

Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel (1998) explain that the Positioning school

follows the deliberate perspective in that strategy formation is seen as a

controlled process resulting in planned strategies. However, this school narrows

it down, not only in possible strategies but also in how this choice is made.

Analytical thinking and careful calculations are central to this school. Strategy

formation is thus in essence an analytical process.

Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998) argue that in accordance with the

description of the deliberate perspective, the Positioning school is built upon the

foundation of analysis, planning and control. All plans and strategies that are

developed are created prior to implementation. Once all calculations have been

made, the strategy is assembled and considered complete before it is given life.

Any adjustments that the CEO may want to make following the implementation

need to take the shape of a new strategy.

3.3.1.3. Role of the leader

The CEO is the main strategist. All strategic decisions originate from him or

someone in his immediate surrounding. The strategy is developed and decided

upon by the CEO. As said by one of the leading strategy literature authors

Michael E. Porter “At general management’s core is strategy: defining a

company’s position, making trade-offs, and forging fit among activities.” (What

is strategy?, 1996)

By the time the Positioning school became known, the importance of planning

was already understood. However, with its arrival came the importance of

exploring outside the company and looking to the industry for answers. As a

result the planning process became more complex and a position as a planner
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was introduced. Thus, the planner gets a little more attention in this school than

in the other schools of the deliberate perspective. The planner is though always

in consensus with the CEO and together with the Management group, all

strategies are developed. (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998)

3.3.1.4. The Five Forces – external search in a competitive market place

Porter (1980) introduced the model identifying the five forces of an industry’s

structure. By applying this model and examining the external surroundings, the

company can create the strategy best suitable for it. This process consists of

studying the five forces and then as a result of the findings, the strategy is

formed.

Figure 3
The Five Competitive Forces that
Determine Industry Profitability
(Porter, 1980:26)
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The competitive strategy enables the firm to find a position within the industry.

In the selected position the firm will be able to cope with the rules of

competition and ideally change them into its favor. Porter (1980) suggests that

the competitive strategy of a firm must be based on the rules of competition.

These rules could be referred to as five competitive forces: the entry of new

competitors, the threat of new substitutes, the bargaining power of buyers, the

bargaining power of suppliers and the rivalry of existing competitors. (See

figure 3)

Porter (1980) explains that the strength of each of the five forces depends on the

underlying economic and technical structures of the industry. Collectively the

five competitive forces influence the competitiveness and profitability of a

business, since they affect the prices, costs and investments in an industry.

Ultimately the strongest one of the five forces has the ability to determine the

formation of strategy.

Porter (1980) states that new entrants in a business result in larger capacities and

as a consequence the prices will be lowered. If the entry barriers are high and if

the existing firms oppose the new entrants the threat of new entrants is low. The

pressure from substitutes will also influence the prices, considering the possible

competition. The bargaining power of buyers affects the cost and investment as

the buyers put pressure on firms that are competing with each other. The

bargaining power of suppliers determines the cost of raw material since the

suppliers can threaten the industry by increasing the price or lowering the

quality of a product or service. The intensity of rivalry among the existing firms

naturally also influences prices.   
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3.3.1.5. The Generic Strategies

Although it may seem from studying the Five Forces model that the options are

many depending on which advantage one wishes to pursue, Porter insists that a

competitive advantage can only be maintained through adopting one of the

generic strategies. He argues that there are essentially only two possible

competitive advantages, low cost or differentiation. (de Wit & Meyer, 1998)

These can be seen in the figure below.

Figure 4
Three Generic Strategies
(Porter, 1985:12)

According to Porter (1985) a fundamental question in competitive strategy is a

firm’s position within its industry. It is central that the firm achieves a position

that gives competitive advantage in the long run. He argues that a firm can

pursue basically one of two possible strategies, low cost or differentiation. By

combining the chosen competitive advantage with the competitive scope the
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distinguished. These three strategies, cost leadership, differentiation and focus

are presented in figure 4. Further, these strategies can create a favorable position

for the company and make it superior to its competitors. A company with the

strategy of cost leadership or differentiation seeks to position itself on a broad

segment as opposed to a company with the focused strategy that strives for

leadership in a narrow segment.

Cost Leadership

Porter (1985) states that the strategy of cost leadership primarily means that the

firm aims to be the low cost alternative of the industry. To achieve cost

advantage it is essential that the firm has a broad scope. Further as the firm’s

width is of importance it could be an advantage if the firm serves several

industry segments. A firm that successfully achieves sustainable cost leadership

will position itself as an above average performer in its industry. This implies

that the firm can gain higher returns than its competitors at lower or equivalent

prices.

Differentiation

The strategy of differentiation implies according to Porter (1985) that the firm

aspires to be unique in its industry. The firm will position itself on attributes that

the customers perceive as important. The result of the strategy will be that the

product or service will be known to be unique in its business. To become an

above average performer in the industry the firm must reach sustainable

differentiation. Further, it must receive a price premium for its differentiation

that is larger than its cost.

Focus

The third generic strategy presented by Porter (1985) is somewhat different as it

concentrates on a narrow scope. In this case the firm selects one or several
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specific segments of the industry. It then tailors its strategy in order to satisfy the

needs of the target segments. There are two different alternatives within the

focus strategy: cost focus which strives for cost advantage, and differentiation

focus which seeks ways of differentiation. Both focus strategies demand a

difference between the targeted segment and other segments of the industry. The

cost focus takes advantage of the difference in cost behavior in some segments

while the differentiation focus emphasizes the special needs of buyers in specific

segments.

Porter (1985) further believes that a company has to make a choice of which

strategy to pursue since being stuck in the middle has a potentially devastating

effect.

3.3.1.6. Five summarizing points of the Positioning school

Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel (1998:85) summarize the most important

concepts of the Positioning school. “To summarize these premises of the

Positioning school:

1) Strategies are generic, specifically identifiable positions in the marketplace.

2) The marketplace (the context) is economic and competitive.

3) The strategy formation process is therefore one of selection of these generic

positions based on analytical calculation.

4) Analysis plays a major role in this process, feeding the results of their

calculations to managers who officially control the choices.

5) Strategies thus come out from this process full blown and are then articulated

and implemented…”
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3.3.1.7. Critique

Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998) present some critique offered to the

Positioning school. The Positioning school divides clearly the formation of the

strategy from its implementation. The formation of the strategy is done at the top

with the intention of implementing it further down in the organization. This can

cause discrepancies and also impede learning due to the lack of coordination.

A critique explained by Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998) that is

common to all the schools pertaining to the deliberate perspective is that their

focus is very narrow. It focuses exclusively on economic factors and excludes

social and political factors or for that matter anything that cannot be reduced to

numbers.

“It is oriented to the economic and especially the quantifiable as

opposed to the social and the political, or even the non-quantifiable

economic. Even the selection of the strategies can thereby be biased

simply because cost leadership strategies generally have more hard

data to back them up than, say, strategies of quality differentiation.”

(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998:113)

Another critique discussed by Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998) is the

narrow context. The majority of studies are of traditional, big and mature

industries. Needless to say, this is the easiest to study in order to create theories

since it is where the data can be found. However, it may not be applicable in the

same manner to niche industries or smaller companies.
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Besides the formal analysis encouraged by this school, Porter does see the

potential gains in being the first and acting quickly. He encourages using

strategies as ploys and maneuvering the competition. This stands in

contradiction to what he otherwise preaches. At large, Porter argues that the

company should plan, calculate and analyze, but other times he argues that it

should think quickly and act spontaneously! This comes to show that as time has

progressed, Porter has come to be a little inconsistent with his early writings, at

times approaching the learning perspective by acknowledging the importance of

learning for strategy formation. He is however, all the same an advocate of the

Positioning school as demonstrated by his “retreat back into the positioning

school, dismissing or ignoring other important points of view” with the

publishing of his article What is strategy? in 1996. (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand &

Lampel, 1998:120)

According to Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998) yet another critique

concerns the process. As has been mentioned several times, the Positioning

school encourages calculation and number crunching. A dilemma that exists for

this school is the inevitable need to recognize chance and circumstance that also

play their parts in the environment when they at the same time exclude such

factors from their calculations. This process also prevents any kind of learning

to take place.

“People may be forced to pursue strategies dictated not by the

nuanced appreciation of a complex business, but by pat numerical

calculations carried out by analysts who may know little about

‘petty’2 details about the business.”

(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998:116)
                                                          
2 ‘Petty’ refers to unexpected and soft variables.
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The way advocates of the Positioning school consider strategy may also induce

problems as explained by Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998). Relying on

hard data and past trends might result in a strategy on how to maintain one’s

position rather than how to get somewhere from the actual current position.

Using such methods practiced by this school makes it difficult to learn

something new.

Porter (What is strategy? 1996) also insists that strategies are for the long-run

and that any change should be made along the lines set by the adopted strategy.

“Strategic positions should have a horizon of a decade or more, not of a single

planning cycle. Continuity fosters improvements in individual activities and the

fit across activities, allowing an organization to build unique capabilities and

skills tailored to its strategy.” (What is strategy? 1996) This long-term vision

can also cause inflexibility considering that other possibilities may be lost if they

do not completely match the current strategy.

Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Meyer (1998) conclude with the emphasis that the

Positioning school is best used in a stable and established environment where

raw calculations can be the most useful. It is regardless of opinion a powerful

tool in the process of strategy formation.

3.3.2. The Learning school

3.3.2.1.Origin

This school is not as established or accepted as for example the Positioning

school, however it has come to influence a great number of organizations and

strategists. The school began to emerge with the fairly provocative article by

Charles Lindblom in 1959, The Science of Muddling Through. In it he
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challenged the thought that all strategies are neatly organized into fixed time

schedules and proposed instead that strategic change comes about through

messy and sometimes unplanned events.

“Lindblom tells us that policy3-making is at best a very rough

process, since no one yet has enough knowledge of the social world

‘to avoid repeated errors in predicting the consequences of policy

moves’. Wise administrators, therefore, expect to succeed only

partially…”

(Moore, 1992:268)

But it was not until the early eighties with the publishing of James Brian

Quinn’s book, Strategies for Change: Logical Incrementalism that the school we

have come to refer to as Learning took a strong hold of strategy literature.

Mintzberg is another author who advocates the Learning schools in his

literature. (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Meyer, 1998)

3.3.2.2. Learning over time

The Learning school views strategy formation as an emergent process built upon

the idea that an organization proceeds through learning over time. (Mintzberg,

Quinn & Voyer, 1995)

The learning strategy allows a company to experiment. An action can be taken

and feedback will be received and this process can continue until all the little

pieces emerge into the final strategy. The important aspect in this discussion is

that the strategy is given time to form. This time is needed in order to include

                                                          
3 Read ‘strategy’.
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those lessons learned during the process as well as those lessons that have been

learned as a result of guessing and experimenting. A learning strategy can result

from individual efforts or collective efforts. (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel,

1998)

“…policy making is typically a never-ending process in which

continual nibbling is a substitute for a good bite.”

(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998:179)

Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998) explain that enthusiasts of the

Learning school insist that it is impossible to separate the formation of a strategy

from its implementation. These two processes run concurrently. A strategy is not

formed and finished before it is actually pursued. Strategy formation is more of

an ever-going  process. Small bits and pieces of information are drawn from any

able bodied worker in the organization, the information is acted upon and more

information is learned.

3.3.2.3. Trial-and-error

Mintzberg, Quinn and Voyer (1995) explain that trial-and-error is an important

method when it comes to forming strategies through learning over time. It can

even be considered a strategy in itself. The two aspects – trial-and-error and

learning over time, are intimately connected. Lessons are learned through

making small changes or introducing concepts without prior testing. Whether or

not these experiments are successful will show in time. If they fail the

organization will learn not to repeat the same mistake and if they succeed the

organization will be sure to adopt the strategy and keep on trying new

approaches.
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“Strategic learning is like any trial-and-error learning – people act,

then must make sense of their actions, alter them as seems

appropriate, and try again.”

(Mintzberg, Quinn & Voyer, 1995:105)

3.3.2.4. Role of the leader in a collective environment

According to Mintzberg, Quinn and Voyer (1995) the role of the top

management is important, but not as obvious as in the Positioning school. They

are to encourage workers throughout the organization to work on small, low-risk

projects. Small progresses will be made, battling through opposition and the

process will take the shape of an experiment. As the experiment develops, new

events arise and answers to unrelated problems join into new synergies. Further,

it is the manager’s job to build flexibility into the organization. Continuos

testing and periods of reflection allow the company to recognize opportunities as

well as threats and also to maintain a flexible and adaptable organization.

Also of great importance to the school was the research done by Robert

Burgelman (A process model of internal corporate venturing in the diversified

major firm, 28, 1983) on where strategic change initiatives actually arise. The

strategic venturing, or championing, was found to largely depend on the level of

intrapreneurship. The individuals in the organization compete with others

internally for the use of resources, their ideas need to be motivated internally

and the top management needs to be convinced. Whether or not such ideas gain

acceptance depends on top management’s personal judgment and past

experiences. (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998) Burgelman’s final

conclusion was the following: “strategic initiatives often develop deep in the
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hierarchy and are then championed, or given impetus, by middle-level managers

who seek the authorization of senior executives.” (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand &

Lampel, 1998:186)

Mintzberg, Quinn and Voyer (1995) explain that one main premise of the school

is that there are two things that hinder the organization to deliberately plan the

strategic process. The first reason is that the environment is complex and

dynamic, making strategies planned in advance obsolete. The second reason is

that knowledge is spread throughout the organization and that top managers may

not possess the necessary information to make the deliberate strategies, but the

information can instead be found further down the hierarchy. If the people most

in tune with the latest trends can contribute, the strategy formation process will

emerge over time.

“…informed individuals anywhere in an organization can contribute

to the strategy process. A strategist can be a mad scientist working in

a far-flung research laboratory who comes up with a better product.

A group of salespeople who decide to flog one product and not

others can redirect a company’s market position. Who better to

influence strategy than the foot soldier on the firing line, closest to

the action.”

(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998:178)

3.3.2.5. Logical Incrementalism

The Learning school is made up of bits and pieces of a few different authors’

works and together, in some unplanned fashion, a school emerges! Quinn picked

up where Lindblom left off. Strategy formation is not ordered or planned.
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However Quinn believed that there is a strong coordination effort by the top

management, awarding the role of manager more importance. The CEO has to

some extent a responsibility to supervise and create the strategy, but in an

organization that has a mind off its own, one that can and does speak up. John

Voyer later joined Quinn in the discussion of what Quinn called Logical

Incrementalism. Quinn, although one of the key actors and creators of the

Learning school, can be seen as being influenced by certain points with a

Positioning school character. As mentioned, he awards more attention to the

CEO than did his predecessor Lindblom and he introduces the concept of ‘logic’

into the discussion surrounding the Learning school. (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand &

Lampel, 1998)

There are a lot of soft variables affecting a company’s strategy. Quinn (1980)

argues that soft variables cannot be quantified and are therefore unfortunately

left out of analyses. Ties between workers, external relations or technological

changes cannot be predicted with a level of accuracy making a quantitative

study worthwhile. In fact, Quinn begins his book Strategies for change (1980)

by explaining this point and why formal planning cannot always be used.

“The [formal planning] approach unduly emphasizes ‘measurable

quantitative forces’ at the expense of the ‘qualitative, organizational,

and power-behavioral factors that so often determine strategic

success’.  Moreover, it can so easily become a rigid routine –

principally useful for financial control, and inimical to strategic

creativity.”

(Moore, 1992:257)
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A company cannot foresee all the changes, their consequences and their

importance and yet it makes decisions that affect the future of their strategy as

described by Mintzberg, Quinn and Voyer (1995). The only way to counter this

inevitable uncertainty is through advancing in small steps that can be logically

reviewed, assessed, adapted and changed when the future gets closer and it is

easier to predict.

“Real strategy evolves as internal decisions and external events flow

together to create a new, widely shared consensus for action.”

(Mintzberg & Quinn, 1998:107)

Quinn and Voyer (Mintzberg, Quinn & Voyer, 1995) acknowledge that formal

planning can function as an aid in the incremental strategy formation process. It

can offer direction and support, however important to note is that a strategy

evolves and an overall total and set plan usually fails.

The future is unknown and it is simply impossible to foresee it. Mintzberg,

Quinn and Voyer (1995) argue that the challenge for a company is not to predict

the future but rather to strive to make the organization flexible in order to be

able to deal with whatever happens. This flexibility and responsiveness can be at

least partly achieved through logical incrementalism. Taking small step,

awaiting information and lastly committing at the very last possible moment

allows the company to maintain a high level of flexibility.

“It is simply not possible to know what the future will bring, at least

not in the kind of long period which characterizes strategic decision-

making.”

(Mintzberg, Quinn & Voyer, 1995:107)
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Important to emphasize is the fact that logical incrementalism is by no means

muddling4.

“If a strategist were to proceed incrementally, but without knowing

what he or she was doing, without tying everything to an

overarching sense of direction, without being aware of the political

and social structures that exist in the organization, without trying to

build awareness and commitment to what he or she was trying to

accomplish – that would be muddling.”

(Mintzberg, Quinn & Voyer, 1995:108)

However, Mintzberg, Quinn and Voyer (1995) argue that the logical

incrementalist proceeds taking such things as social and political structures into

consideration and it is because of this awareness that the incrementalist takes

small steps. It is more fairly described as purposeful and good management.

3.3.2.6. Four summarizing points of the Learning school

Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel (1998:208) conclude the discussion “by

inferring the premises from the evolving collection of writings we call the

Learning school:

1) The complex and unpredictable nature of the organization’s environment…

precludes deliberate control; strategy making must above all take the form of

a process of learning over time, in which, at the limit, formulation and

implementation become indistinguishable.

                                                          
4 Charles Lindblom’s expression from his article, The Science of Muddling Through 1959. (See
3.3.2.1.)
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2) While the leader must learn too, and sometimes can be the main learner,

more commonly it is the collective system that learns: there are many

potential strategists in most organizations.

3) This learning proceeds in emergent fashion, through behavior that stimulates

thinking retrospectively, so that sense can be made out of action…

4) The role of leadership thus becomes not to preconceive deliberate strategies,

but to manage the process of learning, whereby novel strategies can

emerge…”

3.3.2.7. Critique

Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel (1998) explain the common critique directed

towards the Learning school. Learning can be brought to the extreme, the

abandonment of a strategy all together. It is quite possible that the Learning

school is only temporarily popular as a result of a trend, and that without the

modern image it has today it would not be as noticed as it currently is. Naturally

problems can arise when there is no strategy, when it has been lost and when it

is wrong. Each scenario will be explained in order.

No strategy

In an article in Harvard Business Review, another author by the name of

Andrews (Directors’ responsibility for Corporate Strategy, 1980) referred to

Lindblom’s ‘muddling through’ as “purposeless” and in a related article he

referred to managers refraining from policy-making as “anti-strategic”. There is

always a risk that the central direction will be lost and the irrational systems that

emerge add up to less than the whole. Neither can patient learning always be the

answer. In crises or even in stable environments a company may need a forceful
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leader with a strong vision in order to gain direction. An abundance of successes

within an organization are not worth much in the absence of coherence.

(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998)

Lost strategy

If the organization becomes too focused on learning per se, Mintzberg.

Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998) argue that there is a risk that a strategy that is

perfectly fine gets lost. People continue to ‘learn away’ from the strategy that

already works, simply because there are new or more interesting things to learn

about and gradually all may be lost.

“Put a frog into boiling water and it jumps out. Put it in cold water

that is slowly brought to a boil and it apparently remains to die. The

frog does not want to die; it just does not notice until it is too late.”

(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998:226)

Wrong strategy

It is also possible that the learning in steps not only leads away from a good

strategy but also results in several unintended and above all unwanted strategies.

There is a risk that the organization will end up in a highly undesirable position.

A writer named Connolly (1982:47) perhaps said it best: “Nuclear wars and

childbearing decisions are poor settings for a strategy of ‘try a little one and see

how it goes!’” (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand & Lampel, 1998:227)

According to Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998) the Learning school

deals with strategy in a new and different way as compared to for example the

Positioning school. It may be of particular necessity in professional-type

organizations where the knowledge is widely spread throughout the
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organization, or when the environment is complex. It may even be essentially

mandatory when dealing with unpredictable and dynamic environments.

3.3.3. Summarizing guidelines for the Positioning school and the Learning
school

The following points presented by us allow for a clearer comparison of the two

schools and highlight the important and deciding points of each one.

 The Positioning school

• Strategy formation is based on analytical thinking and calculation.

• The CEO is the architect of the strategies.

• Strategy formation considers external factors in a competitive environment.

• The pursued strategy is a limited choice of three alternatives.

The Learning school

• Learning over time.

• Trial-and-error.

• Collective learning and participation in strategy formation.

• Strategy formation is realized in small logical steps.
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4. EMPIRICAL STUDIES

This chapter presents the results of the interviews and other company

related literature. The information collected is very topic specific in

order to serve the purpose however some information of a more general

nature is presented in order to familiarize the reader with the company.

The information will serve as the platform for the analysis. Further, it

will be used in order to verify or falsify the hypotheses presented in the

introduction.

4.1. HENNES & MAURITZ AB

4.1.1. History and facts

Hennes and Mauritz AB is a Swedish company selling clothes and accessories.

It was founded in 1947 as Hennes by Erling Persson with the first store opening

in Västerås, Sweden. In 1964 it expanded onto a foreign market, beginning with

Norway. A year later Mauritz was bought - the company becoming Hennes and

Mauritz. In 1974 H&M was quoted on the Swedish stock exchange. (Pettersson,

2001) It continued to establish abroad by opening in Denmark. Once the

exporting of the concept proved successful, the expansion has continued at a

steady pace. In the year 2000 H&M reached a milestone by opening its first

store in the United States followed by several more. There are H&M stores in a

total of 13 European countries as well as in USA. More stores are currently

being opened in above all USA, Spain, France, Great Britain and Germany.

(H&M Annual Report, 2000)

The turnover for 2000 was SEK 35,876 billion. A total of 20,680 persons are

employed in the 682 stores and the other offices around the world. H&M’s

mission is “to offer fashion and quality at the best possible price”. (H&M
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Annual Report, 2000:5) H&M’s main target group are women of the ages 18-45

even though H&M makes an effort to reach a wider audience with such brands

as L.O.G.G. for unisex casual wear, Divided (former Impuls) for teenagers and

Clothes Men. (H&M Annual Report, 2000)

4.1.2. Strategy

Carl-Henric Enhörning, Investor Relations, explains that H&M’s strategy is

ultimately to grow and continue to open stores. As far as overall strategy is

concerned it has remained fairly constant since the start, some 55 years ago.

Strategy per se does not mean much to H&M. It has its basic idea of where it is

heading and consequently not a lot of time is spent on strategy formulation.

However, more specific strategies such as those dealing with purchasing and

interior decorations of the stores are constantly altered following the market

changes. A part of the overall strategy of growth is the establishing on new

markets. Kent Gustafsson, Business Developer, participates in strategic

decisions dealing with questions of establishing new stores. He is involved in

decisions such as in which countries to open stores and their exact locations.

“The strategy when it comes to establishing is to enter a country with

a rather large number of stores and quickly. This allows for an

advantage with regards to logistics and advertising.”

(Kent Gustafsson)

More specific strategies than that are unheard of at H&M.

“We have a goal to grow in every country, but we cannot define

exactly by how many [stores] it should be. It can be a ‘wish’, perhaps

that too is a strategy – ‘we would like’, and then if it turns out
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exactly like that or if there are more or fewer, that we cannot decide

in advance, it is not possible.”

(Carl-Henric Enhörning)

Strategy for H&M is an ongoing process. It is constantly being affected by

things that happen such as the business climate and political events. The process

began with Erling Persson and since then there have been only subtle changes to

the strategies that are still alive today. Kent Gustafsson feels that everything that

is happening externally is interesting to follow. If someone comes up with a

good idea you try to learn from that.

The CEO Rolf Eriksen explains the strategy for the years to come:

“The expansion is important and it is crucial to find the right

locations for the stores. We focus on United States and Spain but

also on Great Britain. Further there needs to be a balance in the

product range. That has been our strength but sometimes you fall out

of equilibrium…But we have a very capable purchasing department

who adjusts quickly. Finally, the costs need to be overcome.”

(Rolf Eriksen – En egen typ, Oct 2, 2000)

4.1.3. Informal/Formal

Kent Gustafsson and Carl-Henric Enhörning both feel that H&M is a very

informal company. “The way decision-making is carried out is odd. There are no

hierarchical or recognized routes that the information needs to travel.” (Kent

Gustafsson) Titles are as a result of actual business areas and are not used to

create a hierarchy. Bo Pettersson, the author of Handels Männen (2001)
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describes how meetings are often held in informal settings such as dinners at

home or on a coffee break. Quite common were excursions or lunch in

restaurants where they simply held informal meetings. The CEO’s door is

usually open and a look in Rolf Eriksen’s calendar proves that he has few

scheduled appointments.

“Stefan Persson hopes that the informal way he himself has created

will remain. The questions are better debated in the corridors than

during scheduled meetings, problems should be solved as soon as

they appear and decision should be made at an instance – before the

coffee has cooled.”

(Pettersson, 2001:262)

Stefan Persson himself explained that the ease of making decisions surprises

even him at times. A major decision can be made in the shower or at the

breakfast table. “I am surprised over how easily I can decide on big matters, it is

a mixture of gut feeling and experience.” (Pettersson, 2001:262)

“The decision-making is based to 90 percent on feeling and to 10

percent on history, what we know from previous establishing.”

          

(Kent Gustafsson)

Pettersson (2001) realizes during his period of research at the company that due

to the quick transfers of people between the departments and the little

documentation done, it was difficult to study the company objectively.

Formalizing is not a characteristic of the company.
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Pettersson (2001) writes that even though H&M likes to think of themselves as

an informal company managing more by experience and intuition than planning,

it has some extremely present and hard-felt tactics. Erling Persson introduced

“takten” (the pace) something that still remains in practice. It is a visible list that

arrives weekly where each buyer can see exactly how much has been sold in the

stores of each particular product. Everyone knows of the dangers of falling short

and it remains a constant reminder of the saying “Shape up or ship out!”

4.1.4. Role of Management

Carl-Henric Enhörning says that since H&M has a strong owner with a strong

presence and a long history in the company, as well as the role of working

chairman, the role of the leader is somewhat different from traditional

companies. It is the CEO, Rolf Eriksen, who has the last say in policy matters,

however Stefan Persson is as present if not even more so in final decision-

making matters. Kent Gustafsson explains that Stefan Persson is not a part of the

day to day decisions although he as the chairman of the board is involved in

major strategic changes. Carl-Henric Enhörning explains that the CEO is indeed

a part of the strategy creation process and may come up with ideas, but usually

the various groups in the departments are the ones that sense the needs and

present the management with ideas. Then the management, and depending on

the importance of the issue, the board decide upon what to do.

According to Pettersson (2001), central governing has been a part of the

organization from the start as a result of the personality of the founder and his

strong emphasis on control. Further it represents one of the strengths of the

model the company rests on. Despite the central governing, the owners take into

consideration many of the ideas that circulate and originate from all parts of the

organization. There is a great deal of decentralization of everyday decisions.
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Kent Gustafsson explains that H&M is a very centrally governed organization,

but that this is the point of chain store organizations.

Pettersson (2001) continues to discuss that even though a lot of H&M’s success

can be attributed to strong leaders in the past, Stefan Persson is certain that one

man does not make all the difference. He speaks fondly of teamwork, H&M

culture, spirit and its unique concept as the keys to success rather than any one

person. In 1994 the German CEO demanded more freedom and better pay and

was refused. He resigned and changed company and became the CEO of another

local company that H&M had previously almost put out of business. Although

he did well, he did not manage to bring the company back to all that it had been.

“Once again it was confirmed to Stefan Persson, that it is the entire

concept, not a single boss, that is the decisive factor.”

(Pettersson, 2001:154)

The current CEO, Rolf Eriksen, explains that he is content with the strong

influence of the Persson family, in particular Stefan. “Eriksen speaks well of

their humble ways and feels that life is easier in a company where a strong

owner has the last word – but who awards a lot of responsibility to those

deserving.” (Pettersson, 2001:183) Eriksen also explains that “as far as Stefan’s

role is concerned, he continues to function as a board to bounce ideas off of.”

(Rolf Eriksen – En egen typ, Oct 2, 2000)

Even though Eriksen is the CEO, people tend to refer to Stefan Persson as the

Big Boss. Any larger changes in routine are dealt with in the company of Stefan

Persson. Göran Bille, head of operations in Sweden says: “I exchange ideas with
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Rolf, but I call Stefan if we are going to do something we don’t usually do in

marketing…” (Pettersson, 2001:249)

4.1.5. Origin of ideas

Although the CEO and the closest men make most of the decisions in the

company and also come up with a fair amount of strategic decisions, the ideas

can originate from anywhere in the company. The ideas for Galne Gunnar first

originated from the buyers. When the buyers were travelling around the world

looking for cheap suppliers it happened time and time again that they were

offered extremely cheap brand products but that were not compatible with the

assortment that H&M carries. It could be anything from cat litter to 100,000

yellow shirts. In order to take advantage of such opportunities, H&M opened the

store Galne Gunnar in 1988. In these shops such products could be sold.

However they soon realized that these odd products did not surface on a regular

basis and in order to keep some consistency in the shops they had to introduce a

basic assortment and then add the random products when they appeared.

Both Kent Gustafsson and Carl-Henric Enhörning explain that ideas come from

everywhere. Everyone within the organization contributes in one way or another

and good ideas tend to eventually reach the top.

“I would argue that everyone is not a part of changing and affecting

the strategy but everyone has the possibility to do so, more or less.”

(Carl-Henric Enhörning)

“…Even if the chain model’s strength lies to a great extent in the

central governing, from store location to inventory for campaigns

and shop windows, the H&M system is based on that the people on
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the floor also should let them know how they feel about the products

that enter the stores. The store manager influences which concepts

that should exist, which mainly has to do with store space and who

the competitors are in the vicinity. The department heads are

expected to constantly let the country’s merchandisers know what

they think about the assortment, who in turn carry a dialogue with

the purchase department about what national adjustments need to be

made.”

(Pettersson, 2001:215)

Pettersson (2001) writes about a situation back in 1968. Erling Persson was

interviewed for an article and he explained the importance of a special spirit

within the company, and how H&M had what was optimal as far as company

culture was concerned. He explained that the spirit was created through internal

recruitment and that everyone was working together and towards the same goal.

Simply put by Erling Persson:

“Here everyone voices their opinion.”

(Pettersson, 2001:74)

4.1.6. Analysis

Kent Gustafsson and Carl-Henric Enhörning explain how H&M makes

extremely little use of external consultants. According to both Gustafsson and

Enhörning very little time and energy is spent on competitor analysis. Each store

manager is encouraged to keep his/her eyes open in order to see if any new

stores are opening in the vicinity. In this sense, H&M competes at a local level.

H&M is aware of the potential competitors such as Spanish store Zara and
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simply awaits the day Zara tries to enter the Swedish market, but not much time

is designated to keep track of the company. On the possible day of opening of a

Zara store close to one of H&M’s, H&M will surely make the best of the large

crowd and try to lure them into their own store.

They both agree that customer analysis is another rare phenomenon at H&M. At

times the customers have been asked questions concerning fitting rooms or store

appearance, but other than that H&M feels that its customer group is well

defined. One aspect that does however absorb time, energy and money, and

rightly so, is the mapping of suppliers. There are constantly buyers travelling the

globe looking for the best and cheapest suppliers. In fact, the reason why clothes

are relatively cheap today is largely thanks to the achievements of the

purchasers.

H&M has always intentionally tried to refrain from consulting numbers and

instead the company relies on intuition and research. Few strategic decisions are

made based on analysis and numbers. Carl-Henric Enhörning explained it like

this:

“Buying and selling is very much about merchandizing as it is

sometimes called, gut feeling as said by others, it cannot be

measured…The customer has no idea what the customer is going to

think in one year.”

“For us it is important to not get locked down by theories… The

retail business in itself is not a complicated science, you shouldn’t

make it more complicated than it is…We are very careful in

distinguishing between ‘nice to know’ and ‘need to know’.”
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There is, however, clear evidence that numbers do matter. Pettersson (2001)

highlights the important positions of Inge Stjernquist during the Erling years and

Jan Jacobsen during the later years as financial advisors. This importance tells

its story. The use of ‘takten’ as explained previously also paints a clear picture.

This company does have a fondness for numbers, at least in certain aspects.

Pettersson (2001:252) explains it this way: “At all levels people talk about

‘takten’. In the morning gatherings in the shops they applaud yesterday’s sales

numbers. At the business department, the coded lists are critically examined

department by department, store by store. The most important column is the one

comparing with last year’s numbers…”

4.1.7. Low cost

Carl-Henric Enhörning discusses how H&M has ever since the early years

competed on low cost. This has over the years incurred some problems. It is

difficult for a prospering and growing company to convey the message of low

cost to all its members. This problem contributed to the less successful year at

the end of the 90’s. Some time ago H&M changed the conscious focus of

‘lowest price’ to ‘best price’ due to the overemphasis on being cheap, thus

neglecting quality and fashion. Pettersson (2001) tells the story of how H&M

has also made several efforts, during the years of both Erling and Stefan

Persson, to widen the range of products by including more expensive products

of a higher quality. These attempts have thus far not resulted in any immediate

successes. One such attempt was Bestman, more exclusive clothes for middle-

aged men. Author Bo Pettersson (2001:91) bests sums up this attempt:

“Despite the free publicity Bestman never took off, one of many

experiments that were buried in silence.”
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According to Kent Gustafsson these attempts are a way to expand the range of

products. They have been unsuccessful since the more expensive labels usually

become mixed with the cheaper products of the H&M assortment, thereby losing

their uniqueness. Further he argues that the effort to include more expensive

clothes demands a will to wait for the results rather than to be eager and

impatient as H&M generally is. He also insists that it is possible to mix these

more expensive products with the ‘normal’ assortment without unduly

challenging the delicate balance since all they do is offer the customer a choice.

4.1.8. Experimentation

According to Carl-Henric Enhörning and Kent Gustafsson, trial-and-error is

certainly a strategy and it is practiced by H&M. It is frequently used and on all

levels. It is OK to try something new and make mistakes, as long as the same

mistake is not repeated. The freedom felt as a result of this strategy is of

particular importance to the buyers. Otherwise there is a risk that the fashion

will become very boring and narrow.  “We dare to test it rather than investigate

it” (Pettersson, 2001:262) is one of H&M’s words of wisdom.

4.1.8.1. Historical view

Pettersson explains that experimenting has always been a part of the H&M spirit

ever since Erling Persson tried countless ideas before achieving success with

H&M. During the years of laying the foundation for H&M, Erling Persson made

several mistakes, but from each mistake he learned his lesson, something which

has come to affect the philosophy of the H&M of today. When in 1948 Christian

Dior changed women’s fashion overnight with a new collection, all stocks held

by clothes companies in Europe became worthless. Erling Persson needed a loan

but it proved extremely difficult since the banks felt that he was lacking equity.

He took note of this and made sure to always be financially solid in the future.
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The Dior crisis taught Persson valuable lessons that still linger in the

management philosophy of H&M. He learned how important it was to expand

with a healthy financial base. The purchases have to be the right ones and stocks

have to be kept at a minimum. Every day a product remains unsold costs the

company money.

Another experiment that H&M has tried that Pettersson (2001) documented was

that of selling shoes in 1974. It lasted for only a year and was buried as a result

of strict trade regulations and the fact that shoes required a larger stock than

H&M was accustomed to. Around the same time, cosmetics took off as yet

another experiment. It continues to be a part of the successful H&M assortment

today.

4.1.8.2. Purchase-level

Carl-Henric Enhörning explains that the key is to realize that a purchase was

wrong and get rid of what you have got already and stop buying more. Kent

Gustafsson describes the method used in such cases:

“We lower the price immediately, that is the only option we have.

The best thing to do is to get rid of that [which does not work] and

gain money that can be used to buy new products.”

Carl-Henric Enhörning continues by explaining that the tolerance with regards

to time is short. A product has only got a few weeks to prove that it has what it

promised. If a product is not selling, H&M will make use of its power and

pressure the suppliers. The contract and the delivery conditions will be carefully

examined and at the slightest breach of contract, H&M will try to rid themselves

of the order. On the other hand, when the product is a best seller, the suppliers
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can do a rather poor job of following the set conditions. A poor seller will be

quickly sold at a lower price.

4.1.8.3. Store-level

According to Pettersson (2001) experimentation is key not only at purchase

level, but is a spirit that is present in all of the organization. A textile magazine

summarized it well following the opening in 1972 of the legendary store on

Hamngatan in central Stockholm when H&M was still relatively unknown:

“They do not hesitate to with short intervals change the interior

decorations, change colors, carpets, lighting – experiment and

playfully arrive at new colors, materials and lighting.”

(Petersson, 2001:81)

According to Carl-Henric Enhörning there is rarely a problem with general sales

at store-level. Considering the experience H&M has with choosing location it is

hardly ever a question of location, and the assortment is always the same. The

problem usually is in the management and if they are unable to solve the

problem, they are simply replaced.

An example of a trial-and-error strategy explained by Kent Gustafsson describes

the trial-and-error process. If H&M gets the impression that the customers

would prefer if the clothes were shown in a different way there will be not

hesitation to test it. The same thing is true for the interior decoration of a store.

Within a short time they will know how the customers responded to the change.

The testing could also be done in a broader perspective by opening or closing a
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store. In the end, however, a decision like this is made on how well the store is

performing. A store is never kept open for reasons of nostalgia or history.

When acting on a strategic decision such as expanding onto a new market or

introducing a new line, there is always an unknown factor that comes into play.

H&M cannot possibly know what the response will be. In order to minimize the

weight of the unknown factor Carl-Henric Enhörning describes how H&M does

a lot of research prior to acting. In expanding it will be primarily a question of

economic costs. However, H&M is not selling anything unique, the only way it

deviates from the competitors is by the price level. Kent Gustafsson argues that

the unknown factor is less prominent now since H&M is established in 14

countries and consequently there is a foundation on which decisions can be

made. “The uncertainty level is decreased for every country that we enter, but

sure, it is always present to some degree. The first shop in a new country is a

guess and nothing else.”

4.1.9. The flexibility issue

Remaining flexible is one of the corner stones in H&M’s business philosophy

and strategy. On how to build a strategy on flexibility Kent Gustafsson clarifies:

“Nothing is impossible. You have to regard everything that happens,

even the negative things, as possibilities.”

Further on the topic of flexibility Carl-Henric Enhörning explains:

“Yes, it is an important aspect to handle - to have this simple

decision-making process. We are very aware of the [importance of

flexibility] and work hard to ensure that we do not become too

bureaucratic, avoiding too complex decision-making processes and
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such things that need to be processed in several levels upwards and

several levels downwards in the organization.”

Carl-Henric Enhörning emphasizes that H&M makes a conscious effort to

minimize the ‘distance’ a decision has to travel in order to get passed. As few

people involved as possible is ideal. Kent Gustafsson describes that the reason

behind the distinctive responsibility areas such as country-, region- and store

managers is that is easy to transmit information back and forth. “The fewer

levels the better is our guiding principle”. Rolf Eriksen says that “H&M should

be a non bureaucratic company with a quick decision-making process. The

Swedish spirit runs through the company, which is very informal. We do not

have a real management group, but a number of key persons. It should be as

simple as possible.” (Rolf Eriksen – En egen typ, Oct 2, 2000)

4.1.9.1. Unexpected events

Dealing with unexpected problems demands for flexibility to be incorporated

into the strategy. Carl-Henric Enhörning told of the example that H&M just

recently went through, the closing of Galne Gunnar in 1999 (see 4.1.5.). It

demonstrates this ability to apply flexibility when needed to the current strategy.

It was a good business until two things occurred. One, outlets came to Sweden

and the original owner of the products sold them at extremely cheap prices

themselves, and two, parallel importing5 was banned. Within two months the

decision to cancel the business was taken and within a year the last shop was

closed. Half of the leases of the shop space were used for new H&M stores and

the rest were in turn leased to other companies. What could have been a major

crisis was handled undramatically and without any criticism. All the store space

                                                          
5 Importing brand products without the consensus of the original producing company.
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was used successfully and the staff was repositioned.

4.1.9.2. Country expansion

Another way H&M tries to remain flexible as explained by Carl-Henric

Enhörning is when opening a store in a new country. Before a contract is written

on the lease of the store, there are no costs involved and therefore there is

nothing that cannot be changed. When one country has been in focus as far as

research and planning is concerned, there is nothing that says that it has to be

this country that is truly realized. H&M is flexible enough by not committing

until absolutely necessary in order to be able to jump at any opportunity.

“The problem for us is that we can never say that we are going to

open so and so many stores. However we can say that we have a

wish to do so and we can plan, but how many we actually open we

never know since these [perfectly located] premises are not vacant…

We have to make use of the opportunities that arise… If you are like

us, tenants in the absolutely best business locations, then you cannot

set up a fixed time frame for exactly how the strategy should be.”

(Carl-Henric Enhörning)

Kent Gustafsson expresses this kind of flexibility: “Almost everything can be

changed. The information that is passed over is quickly recovered”

Pettersson (2001) writes about one example when flexibility was tested and

proven in H&M. It was in 1979 when Stefan Persson and a colleague were in

Lyon planning for an entry into France. While they were there they heard about

a British competitor who was about to open in a great spot on a main street in
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Geneva, right across the street from H&M’s store. They changed their plan 180

degrees and managed to ‘steal’ the space from their competitor in Geneva. This

sudden opportunity resulted in that France was pushed further down on the

priority list in the place of Switzerland. Carl-Henric Enhörning told of a similar

thing that happened in 1995 further delaying the entry into France, which was

not realized until 1998, when everything was perfect and all opportunities had

been taken advantage of.

The locations of the stores have always been of great importance and at times

the introduction onto a new market has been postponed because of the lack of a

suitable location. It took a long time to finally get the contract for the location of

H&M’s key store in central Paris. “’It has taken seven years to get that contract’,

says Rolf Eriksen and emphasizes the importance for H&M of getting the

perfect location.” (H&M hoppas på nya kollektionen, Mar 29, 2001)

Bo Pettersson (2001) writes about an instance in 1975 when Erling Persson was

interviewed about the future of H&M. He told the journalist that there were

plans to expand onto the Danish market. A year later he spoke of Germany,

England and France. Plans are seldom set in stone, hardly even written down for

that matter. As usual for H&M the strategy was to commit as late as possible.

“The order [of country expansion] was not set. It had to be decided

after among other things the availability of suitable store space. But

the method was the usual one, take one step at a time and see how

far that will take them.”

(Pettersson, 2001:114)
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Erling Persson explained:

“We run this company pretty much after ‘feeling’ and improvisation.

We start with a couple of stores and then we’ll see how it all

develops.”

(Pettersson, 2001:114)

4.1.9.3. Purchasing flexibility

Pettersson (2001) writes about yet another way that H&M has always tried to

incorporate flexibility into its strategy. This was through breaking the pattern of

seasonal purchases. The buyers of H&M were revealed to as early as 1968

purchase twelve times a year, making the rapid switches of fashion manageable.

“…a mixture of long-term planning with a possibility for quick

changes is incorporated into the entire organization. For a standard

garment it can be about with short notice change color, something

that might demand that another colored fabric is sent from Taiwan to

Turkey.”

(Pettersson, 2001:196)

4.1.9.4. Financial and organizational flexibility

According to Pettersson (2001), finance analysts did not like the financial

structure of H&M. They did not agree with the idea of keeping a lot of money

liquid, that is in a bank at a low interest rate as did H&M. But H&M was not

interested in the numbers of the stock market and the changes that it went

through. When truth be told, H&M did not need the stock market in order to
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finance the expanding business. Keeping a lot of assets liquid meant that H&M

could “strike hard and fast and without asking anyone for permission.”

(Pettersson, 2001:174)

Pettersson (2001) also tells of when an outside consultant in the area of

marketing by the name of Joakim Jonason was brought in. He immediately

noticed the gap between the departments, in particular the coordination of the

buyers. What was promised in ads and marketing was not always available in

the stores. It took a relatively long time to withdraw and change campaigns. His

solution was to improve information and coordination between departments and

within the departments in order to create synergies shortening the time needed

and increasing flexibility. He performed rather radical changes and all that

Stefan Persson asked was: “Can we change our minds if this does not work?”

(Pettersson, 2001:141)

4.2. KAPPAHL

4.2.1. History and Facts

KappAhl is a Swedish company selling clothes and accessories. The founder,

Per-Olof Ahl, opened the first store in 1953 in Gothenburg. At this time it was

mainly a business selling overcoats. By the 70’s there were 53 stores and

KappAhl began to target not only men and women, but also children. During the

second half of the 80’s, KappAhl stores were opened overseas. In 1990 KappAhl

was bought by the Cooperative Swedish Wholesale Society (KF). (KappAhl

Annual Report, 2000)

“KappAhl has stores in Sweden (126), Norway (75), Finland (25) and Poland

(4). The KappAhl Group also includes the Kicks cosmetics chain (55 stores) and

the women’s apparel chain MacCoy in Denmark (43 stores).” (www.kappahl.se)
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Further expansion particularly in Finland and Poland is planned along with the

opening of the first store in the Czech Republic. The KappAhl Group employs a

total of 3,500 people. 2000’s revenue totaled SEK 3.9 billion. (www.kappahl.se)

KappAhl is the third largest clothes retail company in Sweden, following H&M

and Lindex. (JC utlovar expansion genom e-handel, Mar 3, 2000) However,

when it comes to the target group of women between 30 and 60 years old,

KappAhl and Lindex have the greatest market share of 6.7 percent each and

H&M is third with 5.8 percent. (Lindex billigare än H&M, Mar 9, 1999)

4.2.2. Strategy

KappAhl’s strategy is to continue to grow, with a particular interest in countries

such as Poland and the Czech Republic. “As a further step in its ongoing

strategy for growth, the company is currently planning to launch retail

operations in the Czech Republic”. (Press release: KappAhl reports satisfactory

profits – despite mild autumn) Bengt Wållgren, Business Developer, explains

KappAhl’s vision to be “the best service company in the industry” and their

mission to be “well-dressed and good valued fashion for different roles”, roles

meaning business attire, formal dresses etc. He further describes how these two

together create action plans and the company’s strategy. A large part of the

strategy formation process is the creation of a balanced scorecard6.

“The balanced scorecard is our starting point.”

(Bengt Wållgren)

                                                          
6 “The balanced scorecard translates an organization’s mission and strategy into a comprehensive set
of performance measures that provides the framework for a strategic measurement and management

system. The balanced scorecard retains an emphasis on achieving financial objectives.” (Kaplan &
Norton, 1996:2)
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‘We are family’ is the well-capturing phrase essentially belonging to KappAhl.

Bengt Wållgren explains how this is their intention - to create fashion for the

entire family. The main target groups are men and women ages 30-50 and

children 0-13. KappAhl has decided upon what to be good at, meaning being

particularly good at selling pants, blouses, coats and anything dressy without

meaning party. These factors should be as fixed as possible in the strategy.

4.2.3. Informal/Formal

Bengt Wållgren explains how the balanced scorecard has five different areas of

focus: economy, customer, coworker, inner efficiency and development. These

five areas are given specific goals and their synthesis is the company’s strategy.

The goals are mostly in a ratio or index form. In order to measure the degree to

which customers are satisfied, KappAhl has a ‘satisfied customer index’, and in

order to measure how many visitors purchase and for how much KappAhl has

another ratio.

“If you set goals you have to be able to measure them, otherwise

there is no purpose in setting goals. Then it is more of a vision, and

that is more of a wish and that immediately becomes a little diffuse.”

(Bengt Wållgren)

Bengt Wållgren means that buying ratio, store visitors and satisfaction indexes

are “excellent to use for goal setting”. A common occurrence in KappAhl is

competitions between stores using these measurements in order to increase sales

and also to serve as benchmarking studies. This year’s numbers and goals

become the base for the amount to purchase next year.
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Bengt Wållgren explains that based on such numbers and other analyses, a

market plan is decided upon for a six-month period. This plan is revised

quarterly with any changes or additions. The plan must be revised as a result of

new information and consequently it must be adjusted to changed

circumstances. On these four occasions, the management meets with all the

managers of the countries and they discuss the plan.

Anders Odén, Controller, agrees that it is important to capture soft variables

such as customer or internal relations in the strategy formation. In order to do

this, these factors are awarded numerical values and are then incorporated into

the balanced scorecard and made into goals in order to increase the numbers.

4.2.4. Role of Management

Bengt Wållgren explains that with the arrival of the new CEO, Thommy Nilsson

in 1996, the strategy formation process at KappAhl changed. From having been

a company relying mostly on feeling, it turned around and became much more

formalized. The balanced scorecard was introduced and the entire system was

changed. Anders Odén suggests that the company was in need of a change since

it was going poorly with the parts not striving towards the same goal.

Anders Odén, who is not a part of the management but who is Controller and

responsible for his department, says that he is not involved in the formation of

the strategy. He rather breaks it down into practical action plans. He explains

that “we are at a very high level with regards to balanced scorecards.” Which

ideas that become projects and which are realized are decided by the

management, but once he is responsible for a project, no one will tell him how

to approach it or what to do. In that smaller sense, he is a part of the strategy

formation.
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4.2.5. Origin of ideas

Bengt Wållgren explains that the balanced scorecard is structured at

management level for the entire KappAhl Group. Once this is completed, the

balanced scorecard is handed to the different country managers and another

scorecard allowing for country adaptations is made from the original. And lastly,

each individual store has its own card, naturally also deducted from the Group’s

balanced scorecard. When the stores’ cards are created, all employees of that

store participate and make suggestions and push through changes in their

particular store. Suggestions of a larger character go from store manager to

country manager and then to the highest management team.

“Balanced scorecard gets a lot of attention, and the fact that we go

all the way, into the individual stores, is a way to make the

employees participate and also to learn the employed strategy… You

become rooted and you get employees that feel that they can

participate and see what I [the employee] do for the entire

KappAhl.”

(Bengt Wållgren)

Furthermore, Anders Odén explains that during the establishing of the market

plan, SWOT7 analyses are made. The management makes one analysis, the

countries make one each, and representatives from purchases make one and then

the management team brings these together. This way many of the parts of the

organization can participate in the scorecard background.

                                                          
7 Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats – An analysis of the company and what it faces.
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4.2.6. Analysis

Considering the importance of keeping costs low, Bengt Wållgren says KappAhl

makes very little use of external consultants. KappAhl does perform some

customer analyses, the degree depending on the need. If KappAhl is to expand

onto a new market for example, then the Chamber of Commerce will be

contacted. Information such as average income, transport systems, the difference

between rural and urban areas with regards to purchasing power etc. will be

collected.

Suppliers are also given a substantial amount of attention. Only recently, the

number has been greatly reduced to 2/3 of the number previously supplying

KappAhl. (KappAhl Annual Report, 2000) This was done in order to create a

closer relationship with them and to secure a win-win situation for the long term.

(Bengt Wållgren)

Bengt Wållgren explains that one of the important and contributing factors in the

creation of the balanced scorecard is a market analysis which is done every year.

The market analysis involves mapping competitors and anticipating their moves.

It is added to throughout the year making it an ongoing process of adding

information to an upward going market information spiral.

Anders Odén says that KappAhl has a lot of information about competitors and

customers. Potential competitors are also mapped. Studies are made, i.e.

satisfied customer studies. Further, KappAhl buys information from GfK8 about

competitors and about customer behavior. KappAhl also does its own detailed

studies about price levels of similar products at competitors’ stores.

                                                          
8 Sweden’s largest market information providing company.
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Anders Odén further states that KappAhl makes records constantly on how

products sell and how customers behave. KappAhl makes a note of how

customers respond to the personnel and the appearance of the stores. Even

though a lot of information is documented and studied, strategy decisions can be

made and motivated by gut feeling.

“Decisions can be made using a gut feeling. It is ideal to have

something real to base them on, but you have to be able to rely on

your intuition.”

(Anders Odén)

4.2.7. Differentiation

Bengt Wållgren describes how KappAhl has a number of differentiating points

that are consciously presented and included in the planning process and strategy

creation. KappAhl differentiates on focusing on more formal clothes, clothing

one would wear to work. This is seen as opposed to casual or even party wear.

KappAhl also has a label called XLNT for bigger sized women. One aspect that

KappAhl is currently working towards incorporating into its image is being “the

friendly company”. KappAhl is the only company in the industry who has an

ISO 14000 certificate9. It is an environmentally conscious company that also

distances itself from child labor and making use of fur from breeded animals for

the coats.

4.2.8. Experimentation

Bengt Wållgren agrees that trial-and-error is a form of strategy, and even though

it is not one of the most practiced strategies at KappAhl it has its own

appropriate place in the balanced scorecard under the heading ‘development’.

                                                          
9 Registrar of international standards and environmental management.
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“It is a way to live, a way to understand. We are very well aware of

that it is a healthy process, a lot of feeling, go for something that you

believe and then of course try to establish a base for it, but it is

important not to analyze to death, because then you never get

anywhere.”

(Bengt Wållgren)

One example when KappAhl applies this strategy is when testing new store

concepts. One store will be changed and then KappAhl solicits information from

the customers whether they liked it or not, and after that adjustments will be

made.

Anders Odén complies with Bengt Wållgren’s idea about trial-and-error being

important but he does not feel that it is really a strategy per se. He points out that

testing new things is encouraged within the company and makes reference to the

information under the heading ‘development’ on the balanced scorecard.

4.2.9. The flexiblity issue

Bengt Wållgren states KappAhl’s view on being flexible quite bluntly: “The

world is never black or white, things happen and you have to adjust, the

company is brought up with this.” Anders Odén explains that in order to remain

flexible there is always a margin in how the strategy is formulated. When for

example a new store is opened in a new place there is a +-25 percent margin

built into the strategy in order not to get stuck in an unpredicted place.

Bengt Wållgren also says that KappAhl has a calculated financial buffer in order

to be able to tackle the unexpected misfortunes that do tend to arise. Rather than
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having no planned schedule to go by, KappAhl feels that having a set and

planned foundation allows it to cope better with unanticipated changes. Also,

even though there is always a main road, there is also a plan B, meaning having

an option. This way of viewing strategies keeps the company flexible.

“We have to have a long-term goal, but the road there is usually

pretty crooked.”

(Anders Odén)

Anders Odén presents how the strategic goal can be formulated in the balanced

scorecard and how this is related to the overall mission of the company.

“We have long term plans on where we are going, and in the

balanced scorecard we have a development focus where it says

‘growth’ and where every country has a goal. Then you work really

hard to get the right locations, it can be hard to say if it will be three

or five.

(Anders Odén)

Bengt Wållgren says that although it is possible to withdraw a collection that has

resulted in poor sales it is rarely done. KappAhl does not expect that all products

that are purchased will be 100% in all regards. Some simply do not sell at

regular price and thus need a reduction, and this is expected. Further, some

products are in and out of the stores depending on the situation on the market.

One of these products is maternity clothes.
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Anders Odén also suggests that KappAhl is extremely flexible with regards to

grasping opportunities. KappAhl leases the store locations. He says that if there

is a vacant location in a perfect spot in a country where KappAhl is already

established then “there is nothing to talk about”. KappAhl will immediately

seize the opportunity and open a shop there.

According to Anders Odén, KappAhl tries to be prepared for sudden changes,

either to weather or fashion. Once the order has been placed some six months

earlier, it is too late to stop that order if the weather suddenly cools in the middle

of the summer. However, KappAhl tries not to make the same mistake twice of

buying too much of the wrong product by not buying 100 percent at one time.

“The long, mild autumn had a negative effect on the entire retail fashion

business, including KappAhl, which has a large proportion of outerwear in its

range.” (Press Release: KappAhl reports satisfactory profits – despite mild

autumn) KappAhl now tries to keep some space free, allowing for sudden and

unexpected changes in climate or in purchases.
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5. ANALYSIS

This chapter will bring together the theories under investigation with

the empirical information that was collected by us. It is divided into two

parts. The first part deals with Hypothesis I trying to establish how the

two companies, H&M and KappAhl view strategy formation. When we

asked the two companies their view on strategy formation, KappAhl

explained with the help of diagrams and flowcharts. H&M leaned back

and explained that they just move on daily by taking in what happens

around and within them. This serves as a good illustration of the

general picture of the two companies. The second part deals with

Hypothesis II trying to see whether or not the ‘choice’ of school has any

bearing on the level of flexibility enjoyed by the companies. The chapter

ends with some general reflections that surfaced in the analysis.

5.1. VIEW ON STRATEGY FORMATION

5.1.1. The Positioning school

5.1.1.1. Analytical thinking and calculations

The Positioning school advocates a strategy formation based on numbers,

analyses and calculations of figures collected from the present and past years.

(See 3.3.1.2.) The two companies, H&M and KappAhl are of rather different

opinions with regards to this matter.

H&M is a company that thrives on being informal. As described in 4.1.3. the

method of decision-making is based on an informal short route system. Further,

rather than sitting in meetings presenting information in the form of numbers,

excursions or dinners in familiar settings serve as meetings. H&M is not a great
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believer in number crunching or tedious analysis and bases most of the strategic

decisions on feeling, as stated by Kent Gustafsson “The decision-making is

based to 90 percent on feeling and to 10 percent on history.” (4.1.3.) H&M is a

company that is careful of tying itself down to theories by using too formal

methods. (See 4.1.6.) This information suggests that H&M does not conform to

the ideas of the Positioning school since few strategy formation decisions are

based on calculation and analysis.

There is however a contrast to this. Although representatives of H&M convey

the informality and the conscious distance to numbers per se, there is clear

evidence that the company is not as diffuse as it appears to be. Pettersson (2001)

describes ‘takten’ (see 4.1.3.) as a tool used with great emphasis in the company.

It is in a sense used in order to control the goals set up in order to maintain the

line of strategy pursued. The comparison of this year’s numbers with last year’s

proves that not only does the increase in number proportions matter, but it is

also of great importance that the buyers achieve in comparison to each other.

This competition boosts the fighting spirit of the buyers and simultaneously

keeps them on their toes. The extensive use of ‘takten’ shows that while H&M is

indeed an informal company focusing quite little on numbers and ratios, this

Positioning school aspect can be found in the organization and even functions as

a stimuli when trying to beat a numerical goal.

KappAhl is a company that bases its entire strategy on a tool, the balanced

scorecard. (See 4.2.3.) It serves as the most important guide to strategy

formation and is present at all levels of the organization. The five different

sections that summarize the organization of the company are assigned numerical

goals such as customer satisfaction indexes and store visitor indexes. The

approach to attain the goals is altered annually depending on the final outcome.

Such indexes and numerical goals also serve as benchmarking competitions
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between stores, in an attempt to increase total sales. In addition to the balanced

scorecard, a market plan is decided upon for a six-month period and revised

quarterly. Analyses of the numerical goals and historical calculations assist in

the revision. The fact that the entire organization is built upon the balanced

scorecard where divisions and measurable goals rule suggests that KappAhl

indeed commits to the Positioning school aspect of analytical process and

number representation.

KappAhl does however acknowledge that soft variables are hard to capture in a

balanced scorecard approach. In order to take these factors into consideration,

relationships such as those to the customer are awarded numerical representation

and are in this way incorporated into the balanced scorecard system. (See 4.2.3.)

Further, the experimentation aspect of advancing is an accepted part of the

company culture and spirit. Likewise is making decisions based on a gut feeling.

(See 4.2.8. and 4.2.6.) However in both cases Bengt Wållgren and Anders Odén

both make reference to the importance of having a real base at the same time as

they speak fondly about intuition. They continue to explain that this allowance

to act on feeling and experiment is carefully placed under ‘development’ in the

balanced scorecard. In conclusion, although gut feeling is an accepted

motivation, it has its proper time and place in the balanced scorecard. This

demonstrates that KappAhl does to a large degree convert soft variables to hard

data and categorizes the experimentation spirit and thereby to a great extent

adopts the ways of the Positioning school.

5.1.1.2. The CEO is the strategy architect

The Positioning school further states that the CEO is the organization’s main

architect of strategy. (See 3.3.1.3.) This suggests that the ideas for the strategies

originate from him or someone in his immediate surroundings and are then
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decided upon by this same group. This is yet another aspect that separates H&M

from KappAhl.

H&M is a very centrally governed company, as are most of the retail chain

companies. (See 4.1.4.) The CEO is of course a key person in strategy

formation, however he should not be considered the architect. He may come up

with ideas but it is usually the different department heads who recognize the

needs in the market and report to the management, and based on this strategies

are formed. Even though it is centrally governed, H&M has been sure to

throughout the years understand and convey that one man does not make a

difference. It is the collective that matters, opposing the idea of the CEO being

the main strategist. Once again H&M turns away from the teachings of the

Positioning school.

KappAhl, as H&M, is also very centrally governed. Interestingly enough, when

the new CEO Thommy Nilsson arrived on the scene in 1996 the strategy

formation process changed. Although neither Bengt Wållgren nor Anders Odén

could remember who actually came up with the idea to focus whole-heartedly on

the balanced scorecard it is clear that the idea originated with the arrival of

Thommy Nilsson. (See 4.2.4.) This suggests that the CEO is to some extent the

one in charge of the strategy at KappAhl. Furthermore, even though workers

further down the hierarchy has a say in questions surrounding the other adapted

scorecards (see 4.2.5.) it is clear that the original scorecard that all others are

based on is done at a high level. This further indicates that the CEO with the

people in his immediate surroundings are the ones that create the strategy, thus

conforming to the ideas of the Positioning school.
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5.1.1.3. External competitive factors - The Five Forces

The Positioning school argues that a company should see to the five forces

affecting a company and thereafter decide upon a strategy, and thus use the

model as a tool in the strategy formation process. (See 3.3.1.4.) Once more we

notice that the two companies differ quite radically from the each other in the

use of these different analyses in order to form the strategy.

H&M is a company that tends to turn away from analyses in general as we

explained previously. (See 4.1.6.) Competitor analyses are rarely done to any

significant extent. H&M competes locally and therefore it suffices to depend on

the observation skills of the store managers who report back to the head office

when they notice that a competitor is about to enter a location in the near

vicinity of an H&M store. This could be a question of a competitor already

established in other places in the country or a new potential competitor. Other

than that, H&M feels that there is no need to perform competitor analyses. The

same is true for customer analyses. Very little time and energy is spent on

investigating their needs and wants. H&M feels that it has a well defined target

group and that there is no need to investigate it further. Every once in a while

customers in the stores may be asked how they feel about the current display or

the fitting room arrangements, but more lengthy analyses are not done. Suppliers

are however carefully mapped and are a key aspect to H&M’s business. There

are constantly buyers searching for new suppliers and a lot of money goes into

this search. Even though this aspect is emphasized we would not say that H&M

makes any use of Porter’s five forces when creating a strategy. Supplier

investigations are merely a part of this specific business, and therefore once

again, H&M deviates clearly from what the Positioning school advocates.
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KappAhl pays more attention to areas such as customers and competitors than

does H&M. KappAhl does perform some customer analyses – the extent

depending on the need. (See 4.2.6.) For example when a new market is to be

entered the Chamber of Commerce is contacted and figures stating average

income, transport systems and rural and urban differences are collected. Records

are also made of how customers behave from year to year. With regards to

competitors some investigations are made. A market analysis is done each year

where competitors are mapped and their moves anticipated. Further, information

is bought from GfK regarding the competitors’ behavior. Information is also

collected by KappAhl itself by studying price levels of equivalent products in

competitors’ stores. Potential competitors are also monitored. Once again,

suppliers are very important in this type of retail business and therefore it is

natural that a lot of attention is spent on mapping them. In conclusion,

considering that supplier, customer and competitor analyses are all done in order

to create a balanced scorecard and the goals included in it suggests that KappAhl

is once again following the guidelines of the Positioning school by investigating

Porter’s forces.

5.1.1.4. The Generic Strategies

The Positioning school argues that a company must choose between essentially

two different strategies: low cost or differentiation. (See 3.3.1.5.)  As we will

see, again the two companies differ to some extent about this division described

by Porter.

H&M is above all a low cost company. (See 4.1.7.) It has ever since the start

competed on this strategy and although it has over the years incurred some

difficulties H&M has maintained the low cost strategy as a way of expanding

and growing. Interesting to note is that throughout the years H&M has made
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several attempts to diversify and differentiate by selling clothes of a higher

quality at a higher price. All such attempts have failed and yet H&M is

convinced that it continues to be a good idea for the future. One reason why

these attempts by H&M have ended up as failures can be, as suggested by

Porter, that one has to make a choice of which strategy to pursue otherwise one

runs the risk of getting ‘stuck in the middle’ and consequently failing.

KappAhl is also a low cost company in order to be able to sell at competitive

prices. However, KappAhl has also a thoughtfully and carefully planned list of

points of differentiation. (See 4.2.7.) Some of these points are evident today

such as the focusing on formal office clothing and offering the XLNT label for

plus sized women. Some points are still under progress such as being the

‘friendly company’ through being environmentally conscious and being the only

one in the business with an ISO 14000 certificate. This suggests that KappAhl

has not made the choice as advocated by Porter, rather it is obvious that

KappAhl is intending to have it both ways, something that seems to be working

even though it is according to Porter not an optimal idea in practice.

5.1.2. The Learning school

5.1.2.1. Learning over time

The Learning school insists that in place of acting on an already complete and

formed strategy one learns as the process develops and adds new aspects to the

strategy as it evolves. (See 3.3.2.2.) Both companies agree about the importance

of this aspect.

H&M explains that the overall strategy, the one that has been with the company

for 55 years is not changed, however naturally the smaller strategies supporting

this one are constantly affected. (See 4.1.2.) Strategy formation for H&M is an
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ongoing process that is constantly being affected by market variations and other

external transformations such as political and economic activities. It is therefore

not a question of completing a strategy and then implementing it, but that the

process occurs simultaneously. This idea conforms to the teachings of the

Learning school: that strategy is formed through constant additions by learning

over time.

KappAhl insists that the main target groups and the areas of specialty should be

as fixed as possible in a strategy. (See 4.2.2.) However strategy decisions

surrounding these have to be constantly affected by external factors and

accumulated wisdom and altered as time passes. KappAhl argues that it is

impossible to exclude oneself from the external occurrences and that it is a must

to continuously revise plans depending on the recent outcomes. (See 4.2.3.)

KappAhl is therefore in this aspect agreeing with the ideas of the Learning

school.

5.1.2.2. Trial-and-error

Additionally to the learning over time aspect, the Learning school encourages

the process of trial-and-error. Making tests and learning from the mistakes is one

of the most central questions to the Learning school. (See 3.3.2.3.) H&M and

KappAhl have different views on how extensively this method should be used

although they both agree that it is an important aspect of strategy formation.

H&M insists that trial-and-error is a strategy and moreover used extensively at

all levels in the organization. (See 4.1.8.) Making mistakes is part of the routine,

the only catch is that the same mistakes are not to be made twice, in other words

that the mistakes constitute valuable lessons. The idea of testing over

investigating facilitates the process for the buyers and is also one of the pillars in
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the H&M organization. Products will be placed in the stores, and if they sell

more of the same is quickly purchased and if they do not sell, prices are lowered

immediately and no more is bought.

Experimentation is an important spirit at H&M. It has been a fundamental

ingredient ever since the start. (See 4.1.8.) H&M has always conducted a variety

of experiments, such as the shoe business and cosmetics. As previously

mentioned, the shoe sales experiment was rather quickly buried as a

consequence of a number of issues, however the cosmetics experiment took off

and is today one of the major departments of the H&M organization. Gaining

wisdom from the experiments has also contributed to the H&M of today. On a

smaller store level, decorative experiments are constantly made along with

experimental displays. If customers do not seem to respond well to the

experiments then they are changed again.

Considering the attitude that H&M has towards trial-and-error and the presence

it has in the business philosophy as well as the role experimenting has in the

organization, we conclude that H&M conforms reasonably well to the ideas

presented by the Learning school.

KappAhl believes that trial-and error is a form of strategy even though it cannot

be considered a major strategy at KappAhl. (See 4.2.8.) It does have its place in

the balanced scorecard under the heading ‘development’ indicating that testing

can be a good way to improve and move forward. Trial-and-error is a healthy

way to go about the business, taking chances and relying on feeling and in the

process establishing a base for it without analyzing it to pieces. KappAhl tries

new store concepts frequently. Once the customers’ reactions are recorded the

concept is either kept or changed. KappAhl does not embrace the trial-and-error

spirit even though it does have its proper place in the balanced scorecard. This
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indicates that even though KappAhl is in consensus with the idea of trial-and-

error of the Learning school, it is not adopted as the way to view the strategy

formation process – it is more a question of making use of it when appropriate.

5.1.2.3. Collective Learning

The Learning school insists that opposed to the CEO being the organizations

main strategist, all participating members in the company contribute to the

creation of the strategies. (See 3.3.2.4.) Furthermore, this is a reason as to why

strategies emerge rather than being formulated and then implemented. The two

companies once more differ in their understandings of the origin of ideas for

strategy formation and how these ideas merge into strategies.

H&M made it clear that it is a company where everyone is encouraged to

express their opinion. (See 4.1.5.) H&M tries to keep the organization simple in

order to among other things facilitate the flow of information from the top to the

bottom and vice versa. A person in a store can express an idea to the store

manager and he/she in turn carries a dialogue with the national manager who in

turn communicates this to the management team. In such circumstances it is

more commonly a question of strategy adjustments and not formation of

strategies. It does however occur that major strategies are created as a result of

organization wide efforts. The Galne Gunnar example (see 4.1.9.1.) illustrates

this idea. The proposals of odd products at cheap prices received by the buyers

resulted in a completely new business concept after they noticed that it was a

common occurrence and that it offered opportunities that should not be missed.

Who it was that actually came up with the final idea of the store is not known,

but it unmistakably originated from the buyers in the organization. This example

suggests that H&M does not credit or expect the CEO to come up with the

strategies pursued by H&M. For H&M it is more of a collective effort that in the
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end emerges into a strategy. Once more, H&M conforms to the ideas of the

Learning school.

KappAhl also explains that it is a company where all parts of the organization

are heard. This may very well be the truth, however it is quite probable that it is

not so with regards to strategy formation. As explained previously, the balanced

scorecard is the company’s main tool for strategy formation. It is based on a

number of analyses and then it is put together by the management team. (See

4.2.5.) Based on this first card created by the top management team each country

manager then makes one card. The differences here are the national

implications. Finally, each store makes a card based on the country’s card. In the

creation of the store card an employee in a store may participate and come with

suggestions on how to alter certain specific points at store level. These are thus,

as in H&M’s case, questions of minor alterations and not so much of strategy

formation. There are other ways several parts of the organization can contribute.

For example, during the establishing of the market plan, SWOT analyses are

made. Each country makes one, the purchasing department makes one and the

management makes one. (See 4.2.5.) This is an opportunity to contribute and

where ideas can be discussed. The ideas cannot however be considered as

emerging from all parts of the organization when organized in this matter. The

aspects a store employee can influence are minor and not strategic questions.

Those questions are dealt with at a higher level at KappAhl. (See 4.2.4.)

Therefore we conclude that although KappAhl, like H&M, focuses on a simple

organization with few levels where it is possible for everyone to voice their

opinion, we argue that KappAhl does not follow the ideas brought forth by the

Learning school. The strategies are formed at a high level and despite the fact

that it is possible for everyone to be heard the analysis shows that everyone

cannot be a part of the strategy formation process.
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5.1.2.4. Logical incrementalism

The Learning school describes that as a result of the unknown future a company

has to pursue a strategy in small steps in order not to embark on any unknown

journeys into an unknown future. (See 3.3.2.5.) The future is even more

unknown when taking into consideration the many soft variables that cannot be

accounted for correctly in speculations of the future. The two companies have

rather distinct ways of viewing this matter. The discussion in this section ties

well into the coming discussion on flexibility. (See 5.2.)

H&M would agree that taking small steps and seeing how it goes is good and

sound management. Although the future is unknown there are certain efforts that

can be made in order to minimize this variable. (See 4.1.9. and 4.1.8.3.) Once

the level of uncertainty has reached its minimum, the following is guesswork.

The only way this can be dealt with is trying a little, evaluating it and moving

on. Taking small steps also implies committing late, in other words as close to

the ‘future’ as possible when it is not likely to change. H&M has this very

philosophy illustrated by their country expansion strategy. (See 4.1.9.2.) Seeing

that the future is unknown, H&M commits at the very last moment. What makes

this possible is that they do not own the store buildings and nothing is 100

percent decided until the lease is signed and even then some alterations may be

made. As Pettersson stated it: “…The method was the usual one, take one step at

a time and see how far that will take them.” (4.1.9.2.) Needless to say, H&M is a

great supporter of logical incrementalism: recognizing the barriers (such as

quantifying soft variables) of predicting the future and therefore understanding

the need to take one small step at a time in strategy formation.

KappAhl agrees that the future is naturally unknown and that it is of great

interest to speculate about it. However, rather than taking small steps as a
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compensation for this, KappAhl has a planned foundation in order to maintain

direction and a clear frame of reference. (See 4.2.9.) This stability allows

KappAhl to cope with unanticipated events. There is also always a plan B in

case the original strategy cannot be maintained due to external, or for that

matter, internal changes. Moreover, the Learning school understands the

difficulty of including soft variables such as relationships in a future projection

to be a contributing factor to predicting the future. KappAhl overcomes this

barrier by indeed quantifying such relationships using indexes and ratios. (See

4.2.3.) Consequently, we find that KappAhl does not pursue the formation of the

strategy in a logical and incremental manner and therefore deviates from the

truths as presented by the Learning school.

Following is a chart summarizing the first part of the analysis.
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                            Chart 1
                     Summary of part 1 -

View of strategy formation

5.1.3. H&M’s view on strategy formation

Based on the analysis performed and described above we reach a number of

conclusions. H&M is a company that agrees on all points discussed and operates

and forms strategies in accordance with the views of the Learning school. H&M

agrees that learning over time is a way to reach a strategy and thus excludes the

possibility of separating formation from implementation. It also is a strong

believer in the gains of the method of trial-and-error and it is practiced in the

Analytical thinking & calculations Learning over time

• H&M – Disagrees, but influences
are present

• KappAhl – Agrees

• H&M – Agrees

• KappAhl – Agrees

The CEO is the strategy architect Collective Learning

• H&M – Disagrees

• KappAhl – Agrees

• H&M – Agrees

• KappAhl – Disagrees

External competitive factors Trial-and-Error

• H&M – Disagrees

• KappAhl – Agrees

• H&M – Agrees

• KappAhl – Disagrees

The Generic Strategies Logical Incrementalism

• H&M – Agrees

• KappAhl – Disagrees

• H&M – Agrees

• KappAhl – Disagrees

THE POSITIONING SCHOOL THE LEARNING SCHOOL
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company along side an experimental spirit. Furthermore, taking the unknown

future into consideration, H&M agrees that strategies cannot be made too far in

advance and in order to counterbalance the uncertainty small steps are taken and

commitments are left until the very latest stage. Lastly, H&M argues that

strategies do not necessarily emerge solely from the top management, but their

origin can be found anywhere in the organization.

This summarized information suggests that H&M is a company with not only a

similar view but also actually the same view on strategy formation as the

Learning school. There is however another side to this. While all these aspects

are true to the organization, evidence of a Positioning school’s influence can

also be found. Although H&M argues that strategies emerge through learning

over time and that they cannot be calculated, H&M does make use of numbers

and measurements as strategic methods. This is an interesting point to discuss

that we will come back to during the discussion of KappAhl’s view on strategy

that follows. (See 5.1.4.) Moreover, H&M has selected the low cost strategy,

also encouraged by the Positioning school. Even though failed attempts to

temporarily and at a small scale leave this one strategy have been made, H&M

remains a low cost strategy company.

In conclusion, H&M is a company that is in strong consensus with the views of

the Learning school by complying with all the guidelines set up by us. (See

3.3.3.) However there are apparent influences from the Positioning school even

though this school does not have the upper hand. Therefore, as we can see in

figure 5a, we find H&M located on the right hand side of the spectrum of the

two extremes: the Positioning and the Learning school, but not at the end as a

result of the few influences of the Positioning school. (This figure is not to scale

and should not be interpreted in a precise manner but it serves an illustrative and

pedagogical purpose.)
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Figure 5a
Placement of H&M on the line
created by the two schools

5.1.4. KappAhl’s view on strategy formation

The analysis suggests that KappAhl is a company mainly adhering to the

Positioning school perspective of strategy formation. Due to the thorough use of

the balanced scorecard, KappAhl depends to a great degree on numerical

information that can be calculated and analyzed and used in order to arrive at the

best possible strategy for the company. KappAhl is further a company where the

CEO and the people in his immediate surroundings have a lot of responsibility

when it comes to strategy formation. The introduction of the balanced scorecard

and its content is decided upon at a high level in the organization. KappAhl also

focuses on gathering information about external actors, such as competitors,

suppliers and customers. The one aspect where KappAhl distances itself from

the Positioning school is in the choice of generic strategies. It is a company that

has to pursue a low cost strategy in order to compete, however it is also an

organization keen on differentiating itself by being among other things ‘the

friendly company’ by being environmentally friendly and a protector of animal

rights. This goes against what the Positioning school argues since KappAhl is

not making a definite choice of being one thing or the other.

Furthermore, KappAhl is also influenced by views pertaining to the Learning

school. We now return to the discussion presented above in chapter 5.1.3.

Although KappAhl is extremely focused on collecting quantitative data and even

Positioning
school

Learning
school
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quantifying soft variables in order to include this information in the strategy

formation process, it is also an organization that understands the need and

importance of remaining open to lessons learned along the way. In other words,

KappAhl also believes in learning over time as an important aspect to strategy

formation. This may seem as a contradiction: finding the learning over time

aspect as present as the need to calculate and analyze during the formation of the

strategy. In practice however, we find the two aspects in both companies and

this comes to show that the factors of the two different schools need not be

mutually exclusive. Not only can a company agree with some aspects of each of

two schools, but it is also possible to agree with two in theory contradictory

views. For example, forming a complete strategy from set calculations and

analyses and at the same time forming it as the company moves along and learns

over time.

In conclusion, KappAhl is a company in agreement with the views of the

Positioning school. Since not all criteria are met and considering the fact that we

found influences of the Learning school in the company’s view of strategy

formation, it cannot be located at the very left hand side, see figure 5b below. It

is however, a company mostly influenced by the Positioning school but with

some influences from the Learning school.

Figure 5b
Placement of KappAhl and H&M on
the line created by the two schools

Learning
school

Positioning
school
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5.2. FLEXIBILITY

Once we have established the nature of the two companies we can begin to deal

with the second part of our purpose. Does the ‘choice’ of school influence the

degree of flexibility enjoyed by the company?

5.2.1. H&M’s flexibility

The ideas that the Learning school is based on suggest that any company

agreeing with those views would benefit from vast flexibility. This seems to be

true for H&M. H&M is in a lot of respects a very flexible company. One of the

key ways to keep a growing company flexible is through keeping its

organization simple. (See 4.1.9.) The fewer levels the better. This increases the

speed of the decision-making process facilitating the making of strategic

decisions. This aspect would benefit a company with the Learning perspective

more since there is then a greater need to move strategy information back and

forth throughout the organization than with a perspective where the CEO makes

all the decisions. Keeping the bureaucracy at its minimum is thus a way for

H&M to remain flexible. As we will see however, it is also an important way for

companies of the Positioning perspective to remain flexible.

Another important flexible issue is that of dealing with unexpected events. As

we mentioned previously, the Galne Gunnar concept was created due to the

openness of the organization to new ideas and the willingness to try new things

and build on ideas from everywhere in the organization – something typical of

the Learning school. When the concept had to be terminated due to a couple of

external factors it was a simple challenge for H&M. (See 4.1.5. and 4.1.9.1.)

This was largely due to the fact that the organization is used to experiments and

does not expect all experiments to last forever. However a pivotal factor was
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also that H&M leases all its store space and is therefore not hindered by the

sudden need to close stores if circumstances change. This type of strategic

decision does not find its place in neither the Learning nor the Positioning

school.

H&M also remains flexible by always committing at the last possible moment in

order not to forgo any opportunities that may arise. All plans are lose until the

very last moment when the lease is signed and the store is opened. One example

of this is H&M’s entry into France that was postponed due to an opening in

Switzerland. (See 4.1.9.2.) We have already established H&M to be a supporter

of the Learning school and this idea of late commitment is advocated by those

supporters.

Since H&M views strategy as something that emerges over time rather than

something pre-decided, acting on feeling and improvising become beneficial and

important to the organization. Acting on gut-feeling is not only OK but is also

encouraged and by all means done at H&M. (See 4.1.6.) The idea of taking it

one step at a time goes hand in hand with this and incorporates a level of

flexibility into the company. These thoughts suggest that a company in

agreement with the Learning school would enjoy a high level of flexibility.

Another way H&M tries to maintain a high level of flexibility is through

keeping a lot of financial assets liquid (See 4.1.9.4.) H&M has never needed the

stock market as a funding source but has been able to finance its growth by

reinvesting its own gains into the expansion. The Dior crisis in 1948 taught

Persson the importance of keeping a small stock as well as always keeping a

healthy financial base. (See 4.1.8.1.) This financial freedom allows H&M to act

quickly and without having to ask for anyone’s permission. This is another issue
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that is important but falls outside the realms of both the Learning and the

Positioning school.

5.2.2. KappAhl’s flexibility

KappAhl too emphasizes the importance of a simple organization in the sense of

few levels and keeping the bureaucracy at a minimum in order to remain

flexible. We mentioned that it was of particular importance to the Learning

school since ideas for strategy formation can originate anywhere in the

organization. However, any company benefits from simple decision-making

processes and even though most strategic decisions are made at the top at

KappAhl the need to convey information and give feedback quickly on ideas

regardless of their origin is ever present. Also, at store level, the organization

can be flexible due to the short route from employee to store manager or even to

national manager. (See 4.2.5.) A quicker information process is thus as

important for KappAhl’s flexibility as it is for H&M’s regardless of the

Positioning perspective held by KappAhl.

KappAhl also incorporates flexibility into the plans created. The unknown is

compensated with flexibility within the strategy. One example is when KappAhl

opens a store in a new place. In order to allow for unanticipated changes, a

margin of +-25 percent is built into the strategy. (See 4.2.9.) This way KappAhl

calculates a level of flexibility and combines it with the pre-calculated plans.

This example suggests that flexibility can be combined with analyses and

calculations and can be found in KappAhl despite the Positioning views.

Similar to H&M, KappAhl keeps a financial buffer that is also calculated and

carefully arrived at. (See 4.2.9.) This buffer serves to deal with unexpected

changes that will occur over the year. Alongside this financial buffer there is

also always a Plan B that has been worked out in advance that the company can
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resort to if the original strategy does not serve them well. In addition, similar to

H&M, KappAhl does not own its store buildings but leases contracts allowing

for freedom in changing location or actually finding one. This flexibility enjoyed

by KappAhl does not have its roots or explanation in either the Learning or the

Positioning school as we previously mentioned in relation to H&M.

Flexibility is further incorporated into KappAhl’s strategy through having

collections that are on stand by depending on the market situation. (See 4.2.9.)

One such product is maternity clothes. Another thing that KappAhl does in order

to remain flexible is to keep free space in seasonal orders, leaving room for

climate or purchase changes. It can be argued that such measures as the two

described above are more of a Learning school character. It could be that a

theoretical company that to 100 percent follows the ideas of the Positioning

school would not make room for such actions and therefore the flexibility would

be reduced. In our case however, KappAhl, despite being a company that agrees

mainly with the Positioning school, it is a company that manages to remain

flexible.

5.2.3. Conclusion on flexibility

There are certain situations where regardless of school a company in this

business cannot be flexible. There are limitations that fall outside the domain of

the two schools. One such example is that during an exceptionally warm winter

or cold spring, a company in this business will have ill-suited clothes. Since

orders are placed up to six months in advance and lead times can only be

shortened until financially viable, it is inevitable that companies will suffer.

Although certain measures can be taken, both companies agree that all that can

be done on such an occasion is to reduce prices of the bought products and try to

purchase a new and limited number of products as soon as possible.
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Another aspect that deserves mention are the implications of the fact that both

companies lease the store locations. This is a cheaper alternative to buying and a

way of keeping costs down. We have also seen that it is a way for the companies

to remain flexible since leases are minor investments. However, both

companies, in particular H&M, emphasize that they exercise great caution when

finding these locations. This extreme caution may be considered counter

productive to flexibility. Several years are spent on finding perfect spots and if

they are not found then the companies can simply not enter the market.

Therefore there is an up and a down side to this aspect with regards to

flexibility.

In conclusion, although we do not judge which type of flexibility is most

attractive for a company, we find that both companies take measures in order to

remain flexible. Some measures are organizational and financial, limiting the

importance of ‘chosen’ school. H&M enjoys flexibility thanks to the Learning

school views when store openings can be changed due to other opportunities as

a result of committing late and by taking one step at a time. KappAhl manages

to remain flexible through incorporating options and margins into the strategies

that have been reached through calculations and analyses. Therefore, the

Learning school adopted by H&M and the Positioning school adopted by

KappAhl are of little importance when combining these with flexibility. It is

apparent that the areas of flexibility are of a different nature depending on the

overall views, but both companies despite schools manage to remain flexible.

5.2.4. Reflections on flexibility

A reason for this unexpected finding can be that the clothes retail business is

dynamic and strongly affected by external factors such as weather and political

decisions. Surviving in such a business climate demands that the companies are

flexible and regardless of other views it is a vital ingredient and is therefore
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somehow incorporated into the companies’ strategies. The companies competing

in an ever changing and non-reliant environment are used to unanticipated

events. As said by Bengt Wållgren at KappAhl: ”The world is never black or

white, things happen and you have to adjust, the company is brought up with

this”. (4.2.9.) It could be possible that the ‘choice’ of school would matter more

in an environment less dynamic, where sudden changes are rare and where

flexibility is not a fundamental part of the strategy. It would then be easier to

distinguish the role played by the view of strategy formation of the company in

this regard. To get an overall picture of the importance of strategy formation

views on flexibility in a rather stalemate industry would however require a more

in depth and lengthy investigation.

In this thesis we have investigated the impact the ‘choice’ of schools has had on

flexibility. The question that can then be asked is what else this ‘choice’

impacts. For example, how does this strategy formation process reflect on the

rest of the company’s profile and image? One may think that a company

following the Positioning school may be more ‘square’ and therefore appear

boring and a company that follows the Learning school may be more laid back,

easy going and good-natured. Or is this the case? One may also ask whether or

not this ‘choice’ becomes apparent to the customers in the stores and if this

results in an unintentional (or intentional) attraction of a specific type of

customers? Do certain customers appreciate experimental and quick design

changes more than others, for example? Yet another idea for future investigation

is whether or not a company in a business like the garment retail business with a

Positioning approach can appeal to younger customers in their teens or early

twenties or with a more rebellious nature equally well or better than a company

following the Learning school. The potential research questions that have arisen

as a result of this investigation are plentiful.   
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6. CONCLUSION

This chapter serves to summarize, conclude and touch base with the

purpose and the two hypotheses presented in the introduction. A brief

repetition of the two hypotheses that have been tested throughout the

thesis and the actual purpose of the thesis are presented. Following each

one, a concise account of what the analysis resulted in, a verification or

falsification of each hypothesis, is made.

6.1. THE PURPOSE AND THE TWO HYPOTHESES IN SHORT

The two hypotheses aid in the fulfilling of the purpose of the investigation:

The purpose of this investigation is to explore how companies perceive the

formation of strategy and how this perception affects the company’s flexibility.

Hypothesis I

There are no companies that can be completely a part of the Learning school or

the Positioning school with regards to strategy formation. In reality, they fall in

between these two extremes, although they can result closer to one end of the

spectrum than the other.

This hypothesis has been tested using the two companies H&M and KappAhl. It

has been strengthened as it has passed this test and therefore it has been verified

under the current circumstances. Neither H&M nor KappAhl adheres completely

to either one of the schools although H&M clearly agrees more with the views

of the Learning school and KappAhl agrees more with the views of the

Positioning school.
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Hypothesis II

The ‘choice’ of school determines the level of flexibility a company can enjoy:

the Learning school being the more flexible and the Positioning school being the

less flexible.

This hypothesis has been tested and falsified. The two companies both enjoy a

high level of flexibility. The areas of flexibility can possibly be different and the

ways of attaining it as well, but it is not evident that H&M in agreement with the

views of the Learning school is more flexible than KappAhl is because of these

views.

In conclusion, we end by contrasting the two different overall views of the

companies by presenting two quotes as said by Carl-Henric Enhörning at H&M

and by Bengt Wållgren at KappAhl respectively.

• “We have a goal to grow in every country, but we cannot define exactly by

how many [stores] it should be. It can be a wish, perhaps that too is a strategy

– ‘we would like’, and then if it turns out exactly like that it if there are more

or fewer, that we cannot decide in advance, it is not possible.”

     (Carl-Henric Enhörning)

• “If you set goals you have to be able to measure them, otherwise there is no

purpose in setting goals. Then it is more of a vision, and that is more of a

wish and that immediately becomes a little diffuse.” (Bengt Wållgren)
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8. APPENDIX

8.1. INTERVIEW GUIDE

• Interviewees part in strategy formation.

• Importance of strategy to the company.

• The CEO’s role in strategy formation.

• Importance of competitors analyses.

• Importance of customer analyses.

• Importance of supplier analyses.

• Type of information that strategy decisions are based on.

• Incorporation of flexibility into the strategy.

• Origin of the ideas for strategy formation.

• Strategies set in stone.

• Trial and error and strategy.

• Role of experimentation and learning in the organization.


